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We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which include

our IBarReader driver software to ,

allow bar codes to be read Into and

control most desktop software.
Liquid Silicon

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock) £93.95

RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95
RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95

Synth Plus software £58.65

Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £16.95

Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £125.00
Fatar SL 760 £450.00

Fatar SL 880 £600.00

Fatar SL 1100 £800.00

Fatar SL 2001 £1050.00

Digital & Analogue Irlam 116sampler £175.00

Sound Byte Recorder £57.50

Yamaha YST-M8 speakers £45.50

YST-M8 speakers £36.00

YST-MS28 speakers £47.00

YST-MS30 speakers £55.00

YST-M40 speakers £49.00

YST-M45D speakers £69.00

YST-MS5D speakers £89.00

Yamaha MU15 sound module £199.00

Yamaha MU128 module £744.00

Other software:

MIDISupport £18.50

ProSound £113.95

Rhapsody 4 £94.95

po Junior Sibelius
ter£sU8lius6

£49.00

£99.95

se Sibelius 7 Student £319.95
' Sibelius 7 £520.95

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Optical Manuscript £259.00

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Studiosound
ice,

£116.95

sedri©ther Hardware
E?hemet card (Combl NIC slot) £116.30

Hard drives & kits ECall

Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95

Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99

Omega 10BaseT PCI card £62.25

Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £72.95

PS/2 pipe converter for older machines £23.95

Printers ECall

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00

RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95

RiscStation Internal modem pack £99.95

RiscStation second serial port ECall

Scanners ECall

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00

StrongARM & RISC OS 4 E299.00

Triple serial card £99.95

ViewFlnder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

Ankh £23.00

CD Burn £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50

DataPower 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00

DlalUp & Messenger Pro £54.95

EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95

Exodus £22.00
FastSpool + £17.50

Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00

Kirsalis Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP2 £37.95

Oregano CD £57.50

Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £139.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95

Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00

Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95

Repton Compendium £18.00

Schema 2 £121.50

SiteWrlter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugln £11.50

SVG Plugln £11.50

Syndicate* £26.50

TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWrlter Pro+ £189.95

WabFXSD £24.50

Acorn
Kinetic Rise PCs

Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

CvJ Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x,56K) £1409.00
O StrongARM Rise PCs
A Rise PC8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00

Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
fl) Rise PC 16+2MD, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
* Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico ECall

Omega £1169.00
Optional Workstation case upgrade £41.10
Optional 300W PSU upgrade £17.60

(R Larger hard drives areavailable ECall

RiscStation Computers
R7500 Lite (no monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 15" monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)
R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.

R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at
least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn and a blank disc.

R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
R7500 Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised Registered
insLciiior

5g

Further information is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

r Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

' following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII), Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.
!BarCoder-£69.32

32-bit MIDISequencer

Monitors
iyama S500M1 (15") E139.20

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17") £174.55
ilyama Vision Master 405 (17") £212.65
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £222.15
iiyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £239.85
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60

iiyama S900MT1 (19") £241.20
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £336.40
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £411.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.15
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £520.00

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21") £656.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £689.65
iiyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £764.80

liyama Pro-Lite 3815 (15" LCD) £492.80
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £554.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £601.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £656.00
liiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £894.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1148.30
liiyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1" LCD) £1228.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1504.60
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb £64.60
A30101-4Mb £66.00
A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00

A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00
A300, 400,5000 4-8 Mb £128.00
Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £28.20
32Mb EDO (HC, works in Rise PCs) £52.65
64Mb EDO (works In Rise PCs) £60.95
64Mb FPM £114.50
128Mb FPM £272.95
128Mb EDO £209.75
1Mb VRAM £45.00
1-2MbVRAM exchange £55.00
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items
MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 £92.75

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD

OTDK
Discs (e.g.10x white discs - £4.99,20x black

discs - £6.93, 50x black discs - £13.99)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £1.96,

1x9V alkaline-£1.92)
Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,

CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

I*?
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
' UnitedKingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT& UKcarriage
http://www.liquid-SiliCOn.com Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.

We will attempt to matchorbeat any advertisedprice - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Hindsight is 20:20 (or, at least, we
can pretend it is) but looking
forward into the future, while more
fraught with error, can be rather
more fun.

Look at it this way: There are a
wide variety of different futures
and we just need to choose the one
we prefer and work for that one - l
can't say that I'm one for letting
destiny do what it wants.

So what futures do we have?

Things are not currently going well
for Microsoft and the PC market as

a whole. The honeymoon (and it
was one long one) is over. Microsoft
is no longer viewed as a friend.

Even Linux is suffering a
commercial slowdown - the core

users are still happy, but the
businesses that thought they could
make a mint are finding it harder
than they expected.

In the near future we will have

the opportunity to access a large
number of popular new peripherals
in a short time.

For us there's the Solo in Africa,
potentially millions of machines
created by hand. It would not
necessarily affect us directly but it
opens up markets.

Castle Technology have their
plans as well - though we're not
going to know what they are for a
little while.

Riscstation continues to make

inroads into other markets where
the PC is not welcome.

www.acornuser.com October 2001
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RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer

JL RiscStation
\M% RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal
I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

f SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £26.00* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* (APR 19.9 %) #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip Arm7500 system with 64Mb of last 50ns Ram Memory.
The only machine with BUILTIN ZIP drive support, Midisupport,3Dsound.& sampler.
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software). lObascTport as standard.
RISCOS 4 as standard, High speed serial, High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

HMcSUtNHI

The enhanced £7500 Plus with 50ns 64MH/ I0.2G hard Drive

Plus Base only £579 + Vat (£680.33) only £22.23 / month
Plus 15" system £679 + Vat (£797.83) only £26.06 / month
Plus 17" system £719 + Vat (£844.83) only £27.98 / month
Plus 19" system £779 + Vat (£915.33) only £29.90 / month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from £769 + Vat (£903.58)
only £29.52/ month
Twindeck base

from£799 + Vat(£938.82)
only E30.67/month

Baekup with Built in ZIP from only £25.00 inc VAT
(when purchased with system).

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn StrongArm seriesmachine

70MB, 10GBHD,52xCD

from £935 +VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB. 30GB HD. 52xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)
(includes internet pack)

RiscStation Portable

Taking pre-orders NOW
for the new portable

New Price to Be

announced

Updated specification to
be announced

MicroDigital Omega

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From £999.00 +VAT(£1173.83 inc.)

287Mhz StrongArm, ATX 'lower case
Full spec, on release

Free software pack
Above pricesildurn include monitors please see

separateprice list

CD-ROM WRITERS

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn orRiscStaUon 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as found\n\hv

RiscStaUon SCORCHER machine.This package
contains the latest version of CD lliirn. Writable

and Rewritable media to :;< I you started and one
powerfuil

8x8x32x CI) ROM Writer/Rewriter.

Ollly £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

I2x/0x32x Re-Writer

RiscStation Palmtop RefurbishedAcorn 710 onjy £225 +Vat (£264>38)

from £399 + Vat(£468.83) £15.32/numth

III)I'r'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) £I7.24/mth
50 mip Arm7500 system with 16Mbmemory,
(HD version & Hard Drive). built in ZIP

drive support. Midi support. 3D sound. &
sampler, lObaseTport as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial , High speed
parallel, expandable lo 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives

Zip 100 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 parallel ext.

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parrallel

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pack

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

£49.00

£85.00

£129.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£99.87

£151.58

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Buill in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail sAv.Psion © Compatable.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'll Datasalo

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'liel Datasale

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llel Pullman

20GB P'llel Dalasafo

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£95.00

£155.00

£135.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

Bases from £199 +VAT
Systems with New 15" Monitor

from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
NewSAupgrade usingSDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up I (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up2(fromR04only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (fromSA& RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version extra £69.00 (£81.08)

RISC OS 4

only £99 inc vat

MP3 CD Player

only £69.00
(£81.08

Plays back
ordinary audio

CDs. CD-R and

MP3CI)s (which

can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

exc. VAT

inc.)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE 12x10x32xCDRAV

SCSI 12x10x32xCDRAV £176.00 £206.80

CD-BURN £49.00

CD-SCRIBE 2 £39.00

£100.00 £117.50

£199.00 £233.83

£57.58

£45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

CDR CD-ROM

CDR 10 pack

CDR 25 pack

CDR80min 10pck

CDR 80min 25 pek

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDR/W 10 pack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

ex VAT

£0.68

E5.95

£12.76

£7.65

£17.01

£1.28

inc VAT

£0.80

£6.99

£14.99

£8.99

£19.99

£1.50

£11.00 £12.93

£25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 + va( (£88.13)

52XIDE £34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37
48xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

4Sx IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI Kwith cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI IKwith cable) £120 + VAT

6x 40x CD Tower ,.nr>.^> £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software. ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optieal Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500 /A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +Vat)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optieal RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500 /A7000 etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + Vat)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

c^6ie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000 /Mica E19.95 inc.

Mouse lor Rise PC IA5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc
Keyboard for RiscStation, RPC/A7000 E29.95 inc.

Trackball Mouse

R7500 / A7000

only £19.95
RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 otc.)Mouso

Acorn (llox adaptor) Mouse

A7000 (*) / Riscslalion Mouso

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special noeds)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Koyguard

A3 touchpad tor Concept Keybrd

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£16.98 £19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.78 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

We stock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Cartridges
Please ring for Prices

MONITORS

Multimedia

15" LCD

only £340 +vat
(£399.50)

(3 yr warranty)

AKF52 Multisync 14' 1yr RTB

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17 "LCD (3yron-slto)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15- SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15'SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17-SVGA0 28(3yton-sile)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21- SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" Iiyama S500M1

17" llyoma Vision Master 1401

17" liyama Pro 1411

19" Iiyama Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" Iiyama SM900MT1

21" liyama Vlson Master 505

22" liyama Pro 511

SVGA 14" rclurb 90 days wty

AKFI2PAL 74".olirti 90 days

AKF52/53 M.'sync roluiti90 days

AKFGOSVGAM" roluib90days

AKF65 Af-MooV.i I4"iolu>b90days

Multisync A300'A30O0 cable

All monitors inc 3 yts»

Ex VAT

£127.00

£320.00

C599.00

C1149.00

£95.00

E119.00

£129.00

£199.00

£499.00

£109.00

£144.00

£199.00

£275.00

£199.00

£535.00

£558.00

£45.00

£45 00

£75.00

£49.00

£59.00

£8.50

Inc VAT

£149.22

£376.00

£703.83

£1350.07

£111.62

£139.83

£151.58

£233.83

£586.33

£128.08

£169.20

£233.83

£323.12

£233.03

£628.62

£655.65

£52 87

£52.87

£88.12

£57.58

£69.33

£9.99

ty unlessspecified

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perf'n 1200S

Epson Perf'n 1640S

Epson Perf'n Pholo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£126.81

£212.00

£220.00

£269.00

£85.00

£116.32

£149.00

£249.10

£258.50

£316.07

£99.87

ImageM <k Twain also available separately

PRINTERS

' L% k .

Mega-Deal
Lexmark Optra 0310

Postscript 2 / PCI. 5c
emulation (auto)

S pages/ minTypical time
lo print 2 sees in postscript

mode. 600/1200 dpi
£212 +VAT (£249.10)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

A4 £199.00 £233.83

A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

A4 £212.00 £249.10

M £50.21 £59.00

A4 £75.75

A4 £102.00

£255.00

£285.00

£249.00

£340.00

£85.00

£170.00

£297.00

£58.72

£29.79

Poslscnpl colour Initialliom

Poslsaipl coloui Laser Irom

Postscript B/W Laser

Canon DJC 2100 colour 0

Canon BJC S400 colour

Canon BJC S450 colour «

Canon BJC S4500 col «

Canon BJC S800 Pholo •

Canon BJC 8200 colour»

Epson Stylus 1520 colour

HP 930 inc. RO driver

HP 970 inc. HO driver

HP 1220 inc. no driver

» Pliolo Drivers lor

Needs Enhanced Drivers

A3

A3

£89.01

£119.85

£299.62

£334.87

£292.57

£399.50

£99.87

£199.75

£348.98

£69.00

£35.00

Return dot matrix Printer from £10.00 inc vat

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB

4.3GB"

10.2GB '

20.1GB *

40.0GB *

60.0GB '

80.0GB *

100 GB *

Ex VAT

£25.00

£38.30

E50.21

£63.83

E72.34

E85.10

£115.00

£165.00

£225.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£45.00

£59.00

£75.00

£85.00

£99.99

£135.12

£193.87

£264.37

SCSI HARD DRIVES

2.0 Gb

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200)

9.1Gb (7200 rpm)

18.6Gb (10K/ 7200 rpm)

36.4Gb (10K/ 7200 rpm)

73.4Gb (7200 rpm)

£69.00

£85.00

C145.00

£179.00

£329.00

£738.00

£81.08

£99.87

£170.37

£210.33

£386.57

£867.15

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT

Acorn Software Bin

Gaines («> £5.00 or less (incvat)

Boxing Manager £5.00

E-type designer £5.00

Jahangir Khan Squash £5.00

Quest lor GOLD £3.00

(James (»s £ 10.(10 or less (incvat)

Ankh CI 0.00

Crystal Maze (CD) (Riscos / PC) £ 15 00

FIRE and ICE eio.oo

Ground Hog £9.99

Galactic Dan £10.00

HERO QUEST £10.00

Pacmania £10.00

Saloon CarsPacmania £10.00

Trivial Pusuil £10.00

Wavelength £10.00

Zool (HD) £10.00

Games (<•" £15.00 or less (incvat)
Birds of Wai £15.00

Break 147 & Superpool £1500

E-Type II (RPC) £15.00

Heimdall £15.CO

High RISC racing £15.00

Rick Dangerous £15.00

Speodball E15.00"1
Small (RPC) or Archimedes £15.00

Virtual Golf £15.00

Abuse (CD) £22.00

Chaos Engine £18.00

Descent (CD) £20.00

Doom* Trilogy (CD1 £30.00

Dritter £23.00

Heroes ol Mightand Magic II (CD) £30.00

Hexen, Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's) £28.00

Quake Resurection Pack (3 CD's) £21.00

Syndicate * £26.00

Acorn Software Bin
Utilities <g> £5.00 or less (incvat)
Arm Tech Labellor

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

ColourSep (Colour Separation Sollwaro)

Condense (Armlech sprite compressor)

D'Filo Font Pack (Academy)

D'Fllo Font Pack (FroeStyle Script)

D'Filo Fonl Pack (Manhattan)

D'Filo Font Pack (Mnstorcard)

D'Filo Font Pack (Old Towne 536)

Digital Symphony MastcrpcicosCollodion

DrawWorks2

Outline font (BookM)

Termite

Utilities @ £10.00 or less (inc vat)
A3010 Joystick Controller Software

Arm Tech Labollor

Compression (SA aware)

DiskKnighl

Genisis Plus

PlayBack

Speech

Termite

Typo Tutor

Vivid 5000

Utilities (pricesincvat)
100 Monotype Typelaces

Arcshare (PC to Access networking)

CD Scribe 2

Eesox CD drivr tor SCSI 2

EasiWhter Pro

FastSpool +

Imagery

Occasion -Diary and personal organiser
Revelation 2

Webspider

£5.00

£5.00

£4.00

_£5.00
£5.00

_£8.00
£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00
£10.00

£10.00

£15.00
£49.00

Acorn Software Bin

Education all Discounted titles

10 out of 10 all 18 titles

10 out of 10 any title

Ancient Lands (Microsoft) CD

Breakaway Maths (CD)

Bodywise

IBrowse Silo Licence

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Primary

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Secondary

Elements (CD) Science & Nature

Elements (CD) Teaching Science

Elements II

I En Marcha (with Microphone) (CD)

En Marcha (CD)

Explorer

Exploring Maps (CD)

Fun school 3 5-7 year olds

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds

Growing up Together 1 & 2 (CD)

Growing up Together 1 (CD)

Growing up Together 2 (CD)

L'ensouleiado Graded tests Level 1

Kudlian Primary Software CD (site)

James Pond Underware Agent (Water)

Materials (CD)

Maths Framos (CD)

Max and the Machines (CD)

Maximania (CD

My World 2 +2

My World Support Disc Ancionl Egypt

My World Support Disc Aucirml QfOOCS

My World Support Disc - Mo

My World Support Disc - Maths

My World Support Disc - Christmas

Naughty Stories Tina's Terrible Trumpet

Nuclides II

Nuclides II and Elements II (oavo £5.00)

Pages (Talking) (CD)

Practise Science for national tests (CD

(inc vat)

£69.00

C159.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£14.95

£25.00

£10.00

£49.00

£10.00

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

£10 00

£10.00

£ 10.00

£69.00

T20.orj

£10.00

£10.00

£10 00

£10.00

£49.00

£10.00

£20.00

£10.00

£9 00

£14.95

£25.00

£1000

£10.00

SEE Last Months Issue for ;
A3000/A3020 Hind Drives

Accent Midi upgrades
Acorn Legacy Machine Upgrades
Cooling Fans
Floppy Disks and Hoxes

Hardware Bargains
Inkjet Refills

Network Products

Pheobe Cases (spare fronts foronl) E5.00)
Please ring lor Prices

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. I.3M pixel for£139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smart Media Compact Flash
32MI1

G4M0 £37.00

£77.00

£28 20

£43.48

£90.48

32MB| £27.00 | £31.73
64MBJ £35.00 i £41.12

128MB £59.00 £69.33

256MB £155.00 | £182.12

MEMORY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM £8.51 CtO.OO

16Mb SIMMEDO. FPM £20.00 £23.50

32Mb SIMMEDO.TPU £30.00 £35.25

64Mb SIMMEDO'FPM £41.70 £49.00

64Mb SIMM RS 50na £59.00 £69.33

128Mb SIMM Irom £90.00 £105.75

1Mb VRAM £25.00 £29.37

2Mb VRAM £75.00 £88.12

1-2Mb (exchange)

64MB 133MSDBnm

128MD 133MSORam

256MB 133MSDRam

£65.00 £76.37

£12.00 £14.10

£20.00 £23.50

£30.00 £35.25

Refurbished PCs inc monitor

e.g. P200only£199.00 ring lor prices.
All in One PC System (like
r-Mac) Just £399 inc. VAT

Budget PC software suitable lor RPC
Pc Emulators and PC clones inc,

Education. Home, games and utilities
from £2.99 please ring for list

Acorn Software Bin
l'iIihiiiinn all Discounted titles (inc vat)

Report Writer £49.00

Secondary Science Triple pack (CD) £25.00

| Sellardore Tales £20.00

Spelling Book £25.00

TOPCAT (Site Licence) £300.00

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD) £15.00

Type Tutor £10.00

Water (CD) Science S Nature £10.00

Worksheets for 10/10 £5.00

World War II -Global Conflict £10.00

Resource Titles (inc vat)

550 RISCOS outline fonts £5.00

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack) £7.00

Artworks Clipart 2 £15.00

Datalilo I'D 1 (CD) £5.00

Datafile PD 2 (CD) £5.00

Datafilo I'D •'• (CD) £5.00

Dalalilo PR 5 (CD) £10.00

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD) £26.00

TopicArt (CD) £5.00

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.Sshould he
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDITCARD / SWITCH please give name.
address, let. no. card no, expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@ctadlrcct.co.uk

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charted al cost

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totallinguplo 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going 10press. E&OE
Allgoodsare fully guaranteed buinotsupplied on
approval.
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Selection
There has been much speculation but
at last the contents of RISCOS Ltd's

new offering, RISCOS Select,
otherwise known as RISC OS 4+, has
been revealed as more than a simple
list of wishes and RISCOS Ltd have

done exactly what every successful
company must do — they have
listened. As one aspect of RISC OS
4+ after another was demonstrated at

the RISC OS Press Conference my
overwhelming thought was: "That's
just what we wanted."

Many of the changes in Select are
small but together they make RISC
OS 4+ a clearly more responsive and
intuitive operating system.

So what is Select? Essentially it's a
new version of the RISC operating
system for current users of RISC OS
4.02. It's different in the way that it is
to be distributed. Typically operating
systems are sold after years of
development and represent a big
change from the previous version.

Acorn/RISC operating systems
were always produced on ROM so
there was a significant material cost
in its production. In general
upgrading operating systems goes
hand-in-hand with needing a new
machine to run it on. Unlike Acorn,
RISCOS Ltd don't produce hardware
but they have developed, and are
developing, RISCOS 4.

What to do? Producing ROMs
would be expensive and would
freeze the new version of the

operating system at the date the
ROMs were produced. Instead they
have decided on a novel (for RISC
OS) means of supplying the OS. It
won't be in a ROM but on a CD and,
rather than a receiving a single CD,
the purchaser will receive CDs
produced at regular intervals
throughout the year.

Producing RISCOS 4+ in this way
means that problems identified after
the first release can be modified in

time for the second release and so

on. In essence each CD will include

some release modules (judged safe to
use) and beta-modules (use/test at
your own risk); where one CD
includes a beta version the next is

likely to include the release version
or the previous beta.

There are both positive and
negative views of this form of release
but there is a basic fact that must be

borne in mind: RISC OS Ltd have

looked at the alternative means of

supplying RISC OS 4+ and the Select
scheme is the only viable one. If you
want RISCOS 4+ (you probably will)
you will obtain it through Select.

There have been criticisms of

them supplying the OS on CD
because the consequent soft-loading
of RISC OS 4+ will add time to the

boot-up sequence; it will, but the
good news is that this is only about 5
or 6 seconds. The advantages of the
system include the chance to
improve (and debug) modules in

Are you missing your cover CD?
Following a survey of readers, Acorn User is implementing an exciting new
scheme in regard to extra magazine-related electronic copy. Since switching to
the cover CD the major problem has always been coordinating the magazine
content with a CD that only comes out once in three issues.

From now on all magazine-related software or additional data will be
made available via the Acorn User Web site - more than that, we are starting
a new series of technical articles for all programmers that will be available
only via the Acorn User Web site. Plus we will be adding extra goodies each
issue to make the monthly offering even more value.

The October "Cover CD" has already been placed on the Web site so just
go to www.acornuser.com and see what is available for you to download.
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months (for the next CD) instead of
having to wait three or more years
between full OS releases.

Should major faults occur, though
they aren't expected, the remedy can
be distributed even faster over the

RISCOS Ltd Web site. All OS releases

include problems, testing on a range
of 25 machines can't possibly reveal
possible difficulties from every
combination of hardware, but the
Select scheme offers the best possible
option of properly dealing with such
problems.

Does it mean that you become a
beta tester for RISCOS Ltd? Yes and

no. You don't have to run the beta

versions if you don't want to. But
who better than the dedicated RISC

OS users to really put the software to
the test?

Offerings
What does Select offer? Over the next

two years (the current public
planning horizon) RISCOS Ltd will
publish an expected three CDs each
year. The contents will include the
kernel and modules of the OS

together with a new, streamlined
IBoot directory and associated
applications.

The version of RISC OS 4 will

advance over time but number

designation changes will reflect
changes to the kernel of the system
and not just module changes;
although the Select release has been
touted as v4.5 (as half-way to RISC
OS 5) its actual number at present is
v4.23 and this may be the first
released version.

RISC OS 4+ offers improvements
which were produced by RISCOS
Ltd in its work to produce v4.02, but
not ready for release at that time,
work at Pace and current

development for RISCOS Ltd.
Although RISC OS 4.02 is stable
RISC OS 4+ will be even more stable.

The kernel has been simplified and
modules have been moved to
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demonstrating them look five hours!
— and the development hasn't
stopped; RISCOS Ltd were still
taking on board ideas offered this
week and agreeing to include
features that I have been requesting
ever since Rise PCs were first sold.

The RISC OS 4+ operating system
is being sold over a period of time
and early users of the OS will be able
to help remove outstanding
problems and influence the product
that is produced. There will be no
justification for later complaint if you
don't take advantage of that offer
now.

RISCOS Ltd will be providing an
improved version of the ANT Suite
as already announced. Its inclusion
will allow new users to access the

Internet immediately and leave open
their option to replace any or all of
the ANT modules as they learn how
to use the Internet, assess their needs
and appreciate the pros and cons of
alternative software available.

It is expected that this will be
enabled by moving the ANT
Configuration panel to a standard
RISC OS configuration
through Boot. This open
access philosophy is
followed throughout the
changes to RISC OS 4 as
links are made available

for improvements to the
OS by PD and commercia
authors.

Count, Free, Find and
similar Filer items will

news

include a simple link for authors to
add improvements so the user
effectively enhances the Filer rather
than having to load (yet another)
application, for example a graphical
display of directory contents.
RISCOS Ltd are being careful to
upgrade and improve while
generating additional space for 3rd
party authors; and the best such
offerings may, with agreement, be
included in later Select CDs.

As the deal with ANT was only
recently completed the work in this
area is behind other work but RISC

OS Ltd are clear that they want a
more standardised Boot sequence so
that the ANT Suite uses the normal

RISC OS Internet stack and not mess

around with it's own modules/stack

and so on. This is good news for
users experimenting with alternative
Internet applications.

CDFS has been improved
although the commercial CDROMFS
still remains a better alternative.

There is a new CD player which will
automatically pop-up in response to
clicking on a music CD icon. The
player will read mixed mode and
video CDs and will use AcornCD for

access to CD labelling.
There are more extensive PD

versions available but the built-in

application is much more versatile
than before and limitations are

removed. The CDSoftAtapi module
will now read DVD drives. Those

with a network of machines will

appreciate that the Access+ functions
are now built into the system so CDs

dynamic areas which can now be
protected.

Moving modules from the kernel
means that the system is easier to
maintain and changes to modules
won't need a complete new ROM
build. The changes ensure that
RISCOS Ltd can implement updates
quickly and smoothly. All known
bugs have been fixed with minor
intractable but limited exceptions, for
example long standing minor
problems with too many
interdependences, but these are
unlikely to cause problems.

RISC OS 4+ will be backwards

compatible unless software relies on
bugs. Developers will need to have a
copy of the Programmer's Reference
Manual as these PRMs will be

followed. And before programmers
complain — yes, the PRMs will be
updated too. New documentation is
being produced and will be
published on the RISCOS Ltd Web
site as soon as each section is

available. Anyone needing early
documentation for a particular topic
is invited to contribute to that

documentation — they will be
offered access to the technical data.

There will be new components to
RISC OS 4+ and the OS now takes

up 4.3Mb of 6Mb ROMS (compared
with 4Mb for the previous OS).
RISCOS Ltd are now recommending
that we use machines with at least

16Mb RAM.

There isn't enough room here to
describe all the changes — simply

id| I Format(APFST600K (F+))

Drive 0 Name 03 10 Tue

Ready to format

JOuick Format

www.acornuser.com October 2001
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can be shared across the network

passworded, as can selected contents of
harddrives, floppy discs and RAM.

Out with the niggles
The philosophy has been to make the
system smoother, iron out the niggles and
enhance the enjoyment of using the
system — for both general users and
software writers.

"Are you sure you want to shut the
computer down?" — You do, but only to
restart it? Now there's an option to do it
directly.

"Ready to format" — all you actually
want to do is to clear the floppy's content
and formatting will take too long. So
choose the Quick option to simply delete
the disk's directory.

"Why doesn't RISC OS have a global
clipboard like Windows?" It does, and has
for some time, but not all software writers
used it. Why should they when the
standard applications ignored the option?
Now there's another slick way of
transferring items between Draw, Paint,
ChangeFSl, Edit, SciCalc,... and there's no
excuse for anyone not knowing about the
global clipboard.

"Can't we have a more interesting
pinboard?" Perhaps shading from any
colour to any other colour — OK.

"And options for writers to pull the
pinboard to the front, take action when
the pointer is held at the sides, tint icons?"
OK. Done that.

"Don't you hate the rigmarole of
naming new directories — surely
someone could arrange for the directory
to be produced with a default name and
the pointer in the name field ready to be
amended — just as if I'd pressed
Alt+Select on the name?" Done. By the

October 2001 www.acornuser.com

way — have you noted
that it lakes far longer
to describe that than

do the action itself.

Slick.

Then again
Alt+Select is a bit long-
winded for renaming
files (introduced in
RISC OS 4.02) and
clicking on the name of
a selected file would

be far smoother. Done.

"And selecting a
group of files is a bit
hit and miss." Perhaps
you'd like files to show
immediately they are
selected?

"As is dragging
files" Would labelling the file that's being
dragged help? And groups of files labelled
with the number of files.

"And I hate numbered files that go 1,
10,11,12,13, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc" That's OK. Just
get Select and your pet peeve will
disappear.

Once an operating system has the big
things right (and RISC OS got many big
things right very early on) it's the little
things that cause the niggles, or not, and
RISC OS 4+ puts lots of niggles behind us.
By listening, leaving the system open for
enhancement by third-parties, simplifying
and keeping to the style guide RISC OS
Ltd have produced an Operating System
that will be a pleasure to use.

Some will complain that it's no more
than what should have been there before

and others that it's too expensive. It
includes features I would have liked with

v3.5 and a philosophy that would have
undoubtedly made Acorn more
successful. The new features weren't

included earlier and what we have from

Acorn is a legacy of an excellent OS
design with potential. RISCOS Ltd are
now realising that potential.

Hardware options
Select works with ViewFinder and the

changes required to work with Kinetic are
being tested at present. Two months ago
we mentioned that some manufacturers

need to discuss the special requirements
of their hardware with RISCOS Ltd.

We've been able to confirm from

RiscStation that there is no known

problem between RISC OS 4+ and the
RiscStation machines but that the problem
referred to earlier was with new ROMs

that are still being developed for future
RiscStations. As both RISC OS 4+ and the

In brief

The Director's chair

Director is a general purpose
desktop tool. It allows you to
customise your desktop by

creating menus of useful
commands and icons to attach to

menus. Any number of menusor
icons can be created and

attached in any order to each
other. The program also allows
an alternative and faster view

onto files in the form of directory
menus and allows these menus to

be attached to other menus also.

Director has some other

useful features such as

remembering the most recently
used files, adding keystrokes into
the keyboard bufferand
producing directorymenus over
drive icons.

It's also fullycustomisablcby
the user,and can do manyor all
of the functions of Pinboard+,

TreeMenu (AKADirMenu), Filer-,

QuickDir, DeskUtils, Memorizer,

Menon and some of the functions

of Filer+.

A beta release (v0.27) is now

available and those who

downloaded the pre-beta release
should upgrade to this release.

Since the last stable release of

Director, the following changes
have been made:

MemoriserClear,Sticky Notes
and Desktop Binutilities added;
FindDrives has been extended;

Bug fixesand enhancements to
the CDFS support; and
Memorizer saves and loads it's

memory when Director is quit
and restarted.

www.sourceforge.net/projects/director/

Sigh for Psion
Although there has been much
recent speculation about Psion
recently a senior Psion
spokesman Peter Bancroft

confirmed that "There will be

more Psion consumer productsin
the future."

Despite dropping some of its
products Psion is to keep its

Continued...



crlrlp, fl^^fc • ^^^ [P^fc ^^^ Now there's an easier way to see what
fell ^^P fe B^B V your pupils or employees are upto; no

^^^ matter where they are.

Network supervision software ...

Using the BigBro server you can view a screen shot of any RISC OS
machine on your network (running the BigBro client software).

Keep an eye on your network the easy way, from the comfort of
your own machine.

• Runs across any TCP/IP or Access-only network.

• Multiple views at any one time (almost unlimited)

• Save out screen shots to disc, as Sprite files.

• Auto update allows each view to update either in as close
to real time as possible, or at given intervals of time.

Includes unlimited _ _ . . . , , rA0. In.0/, . .
• Quick zoom in / out from 50% to 100% helps you keepclient site licence. your desktop tidy

Price includes VAT and P&P.

£29.99

L ilmagePrxy
HTTP proxy server ...
Using MmagePrxy, runningon a RISC OS machine connected to
the Internet, you can allowaccess to the WWW from all the
machines on your network (RISC OS, PC, MAC, etc).

Why resort to a PC alternative when you can stay with the
stability of RISC OS for your proxying needs ?

+ ^ {\ ^%^\ includes unlimited
Mm J ^r #5r 5r site licence.

Price includes VAT and P&P.

Money Manager
Personal and business accounts ...

A next generation accounts package for
RISC OS.

Coming soon.

/O jtt&fji SoFtware
IaCi'iia* luir/iu'fArr..

Tel.01202 269720

Fax. 01202 685072

to your backups!

Tired of complex backup programs ? Fed up of
waiting for your backups to finish before you
shutdown your machine ?Wishing that your
favourite backup application would compress
your files ?Wished, even more, that it ran in
the background so that you could still use your
machine while it did the backing up ?

Wait no longer, with the arrival of Nuts.

£10.00
Includes VAT and P&P

n U
caching and site saving software for
users of

Tfe. mSC m m$ jSmmmr

WWW imagesoft.co.uk
48 Hinchliffe Road. Poole. Dorset BHI5 4ED Email SaleS@imageSOft.CO.ul<

£20.00
Includes VAT and P&P
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well as those we hope to get extended
access to for ourselves.

The Selectscheme can be purchased
for 1 year (3 CDs are planned for the
first year) for £105 (£99 to Foundation
members) but the Select CDs will only
work on machines already running
RISC OS 4. If you don't have RISC OS 4
but do have a machine that can lake a

RISC OS 4 upgrade then the upgrade
and a year's subscription to Select will
cost £179. The upgrade to RISCOS 4.02
alone costs £109. If you upgrade to
RISC OS 4.02 and then order Select

within four months the Select

subscription will only cost £80.
The Scheme is particularly

advantageous for users with more than
one RISC OS 4 machine at home as only
one subscription needs to be purchased
— but users with more than 10 machines

under the same roof should ask RISCOS

Ltd about the price they need to pay.
RISC OS 4 users with non-standard

machines such as the RiscStations would

be best advised to check with RISCOS
Ltd or their computer suppliers to ensure
that Select has been tested on their

supplier and won't cause problems with
a machine-specific Boot file. Other than
that it looks as if RISC OS 4+ could be
exactly what we wanted.

fp| Share directory

Directory ADFS::Select.$.Apps

Name Appsf

J Password 1
J Share protected

|y~ Share read only
J Share as CDROM

Cancel OK

future RiscStation ROM design are
under constant revision it's simply a
matter of the two development teams
keeping one another informed — as we
pointed out before.

If you're worried about adding a new
Operating System and getting stuck,
particularly if you run the beta modules,
then a new boot option should remove
your concern; booting with shift held
down will produce a set of boot options
including booting from harddrive,
floppy, CD, network, and so on, or
return to the original RISCOS 4.02/3
ROMS and shared boots will be shown.

As I've mentioned above there is far
too much in RISC OS 4+ to describe in

one month but we thought it important
to indicate a feel for the product now
that we've seen it in action. Next month
we hope to be able to start reviewing
RISC OS 4+ (rather than a preview) and
perhaps then we'll include more of the
features that we've seen demonstrated as

My RISCOS
I've seen the future.Actually it has been a
busy week looking at the future — and
all justbefore we went topress.One bit of
the future is the essential bit for all of us
using RISC OS and that's the route that's
being taken by RISCOS Ltd with the
Select scheme that I've described. The
other bit of the future intends toplug a
hole that Acorn and its successors have

(so far) notoriously leftgaping.
Of course I'm talking about PR. In

many ways the current crop of RISC OS
Web siteshave taken on the role ofpublic
PRelectronically but now a new RISC OS
portal has opened with the potential to
serve the RISC OS community and
present RISCOS to the general public.

My RISCOS — at www.myriscos.co.uk is
hosted and administered by Jeremy
Coates of CoComp; the man who took
Acorn's departure from the scene as the
signal to set up in business in the RISC
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Roll on

Select

CDl.

fA?ssa<je (ran TaskManjgw

A

Are you sure you want» shut the computer
down?

Restart 1 Shutdown | Cancel j

OSarena. Now there's the requisite,
positive attitude.

The My RISCOS site will be
administered by CoComp alongside
commercial portals and will benefit from
cross-fertilisation of ideas with the other

sites. At its core My RISCOS is a Website
with information about RISC OS but it is

aimed at enabling the site's users to
submit news articles, tutorials, have
discussions, co-ordinate downloads and
collect links and so on.

My RISCOS has many exciting
features but what sets the portalapart
from some of the others aimed at RISC

OS users, is the ability for visitors to
submit news and articles themselves in a

similar style to Slashdot (www.slashdot.org).
It is hoped that the special features of

My RISCOS will make it a natural home
for anyone seeking information about
RISC OS as well as being a repositoryor
link to everytiling concerning RISC OS.

Visit the site: www.myriscos.co.uk

In brief

Notebook which, in the past, was

subject to speculation about

being used to bring a RISC OS to

the small portable market. In

earlier days hand-held Psions

were re-badged as Acorn

machines with amended (but not

RISC OS) software and a Psion

derived hand-held machine is

presently offered by RiscStation

re-badged and bundled with

software for RISC OS

connectivity.

RiscStation Mice

CTA have just announced that

they are selling Optical Wheel

mice for all PS2 machines. The

same mice are now included as

standard on the RiscStation-f

and Scorcher machines.

Schools (or possiblyanyone

else) who purchase 10 or more

basic RiscStations will also be

supplied with the new mice.

CTA Direct 01942 797777

RiscStation 01942 797766

RISC OS names

RISCOS Ltd has taken over all

RISC OS allocations from

Pineapple Software, who will

now be concentrating their

efforts on the Virus Protection

Scheme and their PAL TV coders.

Although it'sonly directly

relevant to software writers it

effects us all if two or more

applications share the same name

or filetype and so on, and some

authors don't seem to have got

the message. So if you findsuch

clashes as a user then why not

advise the author to contact RISC

OS Ltd? The new address for

submissions is allocate@riscos.com

Contacting AU J
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J
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Cerilica Vantage is available only from Cerilica direct in the UK. The full package is £241.50 (fully inclusive, UK delivery).
Cerilica Limited PO Box 40 Ross-on-Wye Herefordshire HR9 7WH England Telephone 0870 2411731

www.cerilica.com

ile overseas from the following Cerilica stockists: X-Ample I'eclmology a4com Tlio Imogo Factory »•••••• •••••• =*»«* en*...
The Netherlands Germany Australia NewZealand



The market leading Optical Character Recognition
software. Supplied on CD with Sleuth 2. It converts
scanned images of text into an ASCII or RTF file
with an accuracy of over 97%. Sleuth 2 is not as
sophisticated but on clear images may be faster.

Sleuth 2 £29 Sleuth 3 £49
Upgrade from Sleuth 2 to Sleuth 3 £25

At last!
Available as a

full stand alone
product, not just
as an upgrade,
and now with

printed manual.
Main new features in DW 3rd Millennium ana now Wltn \
Works on all versions of RISC OSfrom 3.1 onwards printed manual.
including currently proposed future versions. Faster
than any previous Millenniumversion of
DrawWorks. Over 50% lessprocessor load than any DrawWorKS is the leadinq RISC OS
previous version. Double click an EPS file and it . .. __ . . .. ...
loads into Draw. Autoscroii ormanual scroll vector graphics program integrating with
toolbars. Autoscroii toolbars now move much faster. IDraw to provide a professional design
All features now work with IDrawDA. New microbar Dackaae_ A fuN |jst of features would

Keep track of your money. Reconcile your bank
accounts and analyse expenditure. Personal
Accounts won't solve all your 0/%|~k
financial problems but it will help \- /\§
youto takecontrol of yourmoney. <MAmi^

wiui uuiiiiiiuriiy uaeu lecuuiea. Line wiuim, uuiuui, • —

rotate andscale options always available. Font and probably fill several pages, but as well
pt size menus always available. as DrawWorks itself this new CD

Exp^ortTs'svG. Export as pdf (using Ghostscript). includes Typography 2500 with over
Writable options for start capand end capmenus. 350 high quality fonts, FontFiend font
Nudge buttons for start and end cap triangle oHitor Mt-r.linnu with ox/or ROO nioroo nf
upuui is. r iceiiai iu uiiivviny 11iuui_'. uvvuibiui l iuui iu - - - • •

distort objects visually bydragging. Extract the text Clip art, and much more. Find OUt more

Easy to use RISC OS database

SI

from textobjectsautomatically. Export all text on the APDL web Site at
objects from a drawfile in one text file. Text Area ., , ,. , . , . .
control tool including font and point size. Change WWW.apdl.CO.Uk/lSV/dWOrkS.htm
the number ofcolumns in a text area easily and DrawWorks 3rd Millenium now come

^^^^S^^^^'^^^1^^ with a60+ Pa9e Printed manual. This i
Improvements to existing features available separately for _. _ _
Export GIF with NetSafe colour palette. New moulds existinq Users for just
for the pathmoulder. Improved EPSoutput. Shadow oyer, • inMiie-Ui^ ti\u\
tool autogroups all soft shadow layers. Startcap *-/.DU inclusive t^Urx)
and end cap menus tick to show current selection. plus £1.50 Carriage AAA £7carriage
JPEG export tool improved. Re-designed mtteirla 111/ ~ ~ i ,,„preferences window. OUtSlde UK. outside UK

H f£ .?
The best selling easy to use RISC OS database
is back. This new release is supplied on CD with
lots of examples and ready to use databases.
You could pay much more
for a database, but do you
really need to? £14.90 outside UK

3.5" IDE Hard Discs PD, Shareware an .it.wu.m.Mffi CTTCTrHrrag

4.2 Gb
6.3 Gb

8.2 Gb

9.1 Gl) 7200

10 Gb
15 Gb
20 Gl)

20 Gl)
30 Gb

40 Gb
44 Gb

7200
5400

7200

5400

5400
7200

18.8 Gb 5!4"

Other sizes available
'Plus i/face'price includes an

APDLfast IDE interface

Blit/
Lightningfast IDE interface

for Rise PC or A7000. AIt the
features ofour normal fast
interface hut up to 7 Mb/sec
Only £119 or just £110 when

purchased with a drive.

Drive + i/face

£62 £111

£69 £118
£72 £121

£73 £122

£74 £123

£79 £128

£85 £134

£99 £148
£94 £143

£99 £148

£129 £178
£84 £133

2.5" IDE Hard Discs

120 Mb

170 Mb

330 Mb
1.8 Gb

A3020 includes fitting kit, 3010/
3000 includes APDL IDE i/face

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 1.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface

A3020 3000/3010

£44 £94
£54 £104

£69 £119

£79 £129

IDE CD ROM drives

40x
50/52x

Internal External

£35

£36

£141

£142

Addjust £49 to Internal price for
an APDL fast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interface for any type ofmachine

CD writers

Drive +CDburn

8x 4x 32x £84 £134
8x 8x 32x £93 £143
12xl0x32x £99 £149

Drives will work from the built in
IDE interface, but Addjust £49

for an APDL fast IDE interface.
Add £7.50 carriage

m

APDL
39 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659
Fax: 020 8488 0487

www.apdl.co.uk
As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PD and Shareware and around 500 discs

of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send 50Por two 1st class stamps
All prices include VAT and UK carriage except ^JW^

hard drives add E6 for internal drives, £8 external

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

APDL PD-1 £7.90

APDL PD-2 £7.90
DTP-1, DTP-2 £6.90

DTP-3 £9.90
DTP-4 £12.50

Publish Art '98 £7.90

Fantasy Pictures £6.90
The Grafix CD £6.90

Best Games 1 £6.90

Best Games 2 £6.90

Best Games 3 £6.90

SkullSOft collection £7.90

Soft Rock collection £7.90

Ergane £6.90
Earth Data £7.90

Wizard Apprentice £6.90
Education

Resources £9.90

Over .800 programs and utilities. No games, clip art. music, etc.

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Each has over 500 Mb of clip art, ready to use in Acorn formal
Highly acclaimed clip art CD with more than 720 Mb.
Latest clip art CD with around 13,000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP
By request, from the Fanatsy section of the APDL catalogue

lOOO's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more

20 of the best PD games ready to play direct from the CD

Games 1 was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Yet another great compilation with 25 of the best games.
GreatbudgetpricegamesCD with lArya, IXenocide and IPlig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

Translating dictionary for over 50 languagesby David O'Shea.
Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus lEarthmap
Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.

A CD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs,
over 5,000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds ofclassic
novels, multi-media, educational games and lots more.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface

Ovation Pro

Don't wait
any longer

APDL

price only £139
Software

Faster PC £20
The XT PC emulator that works on
any machine with 2Mb
Powerbase £15
Great database. Does everything
most people will everneedat a
sensible price
Menubar £15

Superior pull-down menusystem
with lots offeatures
Worktop £15
Switch between 30 desktops witha
single mouse click

RiscPC RAM

8Mb £9

16 Mb EDO £21

FP Mb FP £25

32 Mb EDO £37

32 Mb FP £43

64 Mb from £47

128 Mb from £&
1 to 2Mb VRAM exch. £4«,

Ancestor*
Nocomplicated setting up. It's sell-configuring sojustplug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as (he built in IDE interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAPICD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.

1Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.

1Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs
<Fits A310. A400, A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.
: You can now use CDR or CDR/W drives with ICDBurn. No need for

expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!
AH these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £55

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports '.Ancestry 1 and II. '.Family. CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can pass data
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload to your web site. Powerful and flexible
reporting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted to a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor^ is based on the program (hat Graham Crow was
working on at the time of his death, which was a
development of his original Ancestry. Price just £49

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security
DataSafeconsists of an external case to hold a 3.5" IDE drive, connected to your machine's primer port.This
gives a large capacity portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure daia
storage and transport. All the features of our idcA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.

® (•) '".' ' Supply yourowndriveor we'llfit onefor you. Pricesstart at £99 or with20 Gb drive£184or 30Gb£193
—— *J^"s-> I DataSafe is highly praised, but there's been one criticism. People would like it smaller and lighter socarrying

ZZ r>''̂ M O A r"r~ nclween home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafe 'mini'. With all the
JJd'fcd •Tj )I^/i\| t tenures ofthe standard version, this uses a2.5" drive soit's very small, about 5" by 5" and less than 2" high,

— ~ andweighing onlyabout 14ounces! Prices start at £99without a driveor with a 1.8 Gbdrive just £159



Demure sheet slippin
A nightmare for publishers is

the deliberate error that must

remain unaltered in a

magazine. Someone seems to
have worked very hard to correct a
picture error in the Vantage review in
the July issue of Acorn User.

The trouble is that the picture in
question was intended to illustrate a
problem that arises when Vantage
isn't used and, as printed in some
copies, it's difficult to detect the
difference between the actual and the

intended result. Anyone confused
about Andrew Green's description of
the Logo in Figure II of the review
{Acorn User, July 2001 p20) should
look at the illustration at

http://guineaipig.arficlo7.oo.nlt/vantage/
Rather than tempt fate we'll not try
to reprint the error.

Last month 1leftyou with a set of
problems about tesselations. Put
simply I asked you to explore the
possibilities of producing tesselations
based on regular polygons other than
squares. There are only two options
other than squares — using triangles
and hexagons and both demand the
use of a triangular grid. It's the grid
itself that forms the diversion this

month.

There are two grids available with
Draw — rectangular and isometric.

Artworks only
had one

until Martin

Wiirthner's Grids

module added isometric and circular.

Vantage allows the production of
square, triangle and circle grids. In
addition the grid options window is
well organised and allows you to
name a given set of choices so that
you can choose a particular grid-

style. These styles are saved with a
file but what I haven't yet discovered
is how to save your grid-styles as the
default sellings.

Cerilica call their grids triangular
rather than isometric and the default

selling is different from that provided
by the other two applications. In
short Vantage displays an isometric
grid on its side! Happily the Vantage
option window allows any grid to be
turned through any angle and the
manual does correctlysuggest (pl89)
that an isometric grid can be created
by turning its triangular grid through
90°.

Surprisingly it also states that
isometric itself is arbitrary in terms of
angle. If you're taking any GCSE
course that requires the use of
isometric drawing then ignore
Cerilica's aside — isometric grids
have vertical lines and all horizontal

lines are drawn at 30° to the

horizontal — exactly like the Draw
and ArtWorks isometric grids and the
Vantage triangular grid at 90°.

As a teacher I've seen pupils
struggle to produce isometric
sketches because they've turned a
grid the wrong way; perhaps Cerilica
could provide an isometric option
that automatically turns 'triangular'
through 90° and calls it isometric?
What is an isometric grid anyway —
and why bother to use one?

Put simply it's an aid to producing
a three-dimensional sketch of an

object where all three dimensions can
be drawn to scale. It's not the same as

perspective, despite a comment to
that effect by Martin Wiirthner when
he released his Grids module.
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"I want a sited like this"

— a rough isometric
sketch to show an idea.

While below, the shed
sketched using Draw —
toscaleandproduced as
quickly as byhand

While

perspective
drawings
(all
horizontal

lines meet)
are well

suited to

pictures of the environment isometric
drawings are best suited in
representing single objects and Draio
(Vector, DrawWorks,Artworks and
Vantage) are excellent tools for this
task.

Being able to produce isometric
sketches (by hand) is something I've
always insisted upon in my
technology classes and the skill of
producing such sketches forms a
basic means of communicating ideas
in the subject.

For beginners I would print out an
isometric grid (I'm sure you can
guess which program 1would use)
and the grid could be placed under a
blank sheet of paper and used as a
guide. Experienced users don't need
this aid. Producing isometric
drawings on the computer is simply
another means of presenting this
form of graphicacy.

I'll leave you with some examples
of isometric drawings but the rest of
this diversion will have to be

concluded another month. In the

meantime you can practice using the
isometric grid or even print out a
grid and test your graphicacy by
hand.

Tesselations? Don't worry, we'll
get back to them soon.

c a.

%£
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Contacting AU j
grnphics@acornuser.com

John Cnrtmc-11 J
www.acornuser.com October 2001



Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to. be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS '
Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

RISC User

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports the heartof the RISC OS market. The magazine articles combine useful
information withsoftware resources that canbelaunched witha simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked witha wide rangeof substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers,along witha comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether,
it'sarguably themost innovative and highqualityCDmagazine onanyplatform.

provide?
Byjoining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
•2. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.
3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a singlesite.

Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription evenif
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)
All prices above include VAT.

Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface isvery friendly and better
thanmy perception of what a CD-based

magazine wouldbe like!"—Andrew Weston
"The whole CD isa joy, andsomething our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The Foundation CDhascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beableto read a CDmagazine happily.
It'svery nicely laidout."—Fred Bambrough

•"Congratulations onFoundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
good and has masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep upthe excellent work! (And what I REALLY appreciate is someone who
can write, spell, talksense, and knows hisits-es and it*s-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit our sampler edition. FoundationRISC User Online, at
htlp://l'oundat ion.riscos.com/lru.htm

FOUNDATION

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*15
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regular emailnewsletters

and specialoffers

\RISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 07,920 492324
Fax 02920 492326



Pinboard camera
Stuart Halliday's summer was not

quite what he'd expected. He'd
worked hard on a new design for
his Acorn Cybervillage Web site

that was simpler, less graphically
oriented and more friendly to "any
browser".

The new site went online of the 8th of

June 2001. Six days later on the 14th
June, the Web company that hosted the
Cybervillage site and several other well-
known RISC OS sites suddenly
announced its voluntary liquidation.

The Acorn Cybervillage disappeared
for a month while Stuart negotiated new
hosting. Happily it has returned to the
RISC OS scene with a new Web hosting
company, Gradwell.com and a new URL
to match its new look

hHp://acorn.cybervillage.co.uk/
All this upheaval hasn't stopped

Stuart from working on other projects,
such as his CaiiiPins scripts package.
These are a set of text scripts that fetch
images from the Internet and place them
on the RISC OS pinboard as desktop
backdrop images. Stuart has chosen
image sources for his example scripts
that range from daily strip cartoons to
webcam images from around the world.

The CatnPins scripts run in a TaskObey
wimpslot, which allows the single-
tasking program to run in a multi
tasking way.

This means your desktop can
continue

functioning
normally
while the

script is
executing
invisibly.
Important
included

resources

actually do
the fetching
and

processing,
leaving you
and your
browser to

go wherever
you want.

The main

application
called cURL,
ported to

RISC OS by Michael Curtis, is an
Internet document and file fetcher. The

CamPins script fetches the required
image file using cURLand stores it
temporarily on hard disc.

When the image has arrived, CaiiiPins
calls that most under-appreciated marvel
of Acorn programming CliangeFSI,
included in the package, with the
fetched image file as its argument.
ChangerSI detects the format of the
image, converts it to a RISC OS sprite,
resizes it and sharpens it. Finally the
image is displayed on the desktop
backdrop.

The CamPins scripts can be edited and
modified with care for different picture
URLs and image sizes. Using !Alarm,
you could set up a regular change of
backdrop just by dragging a CamPins
script to the Alarm setting window and
setting the Task alarm box. Remember
that this may make your modem dial
out automatically if you are not yet
'always on'.

Now here's an idea for you, Stuart.
Upload a daily image of the RISC OS hot
headlines to the new Web site, point a
CamPins script to it, and you could have
the Acorn Cybervillage on every RISC OS
desktop.

CaiuPins by Stuart Hnlliday
www.quantumsoft.co.uk/files/internet/

cam_pins103.zip

Someoldgeyser throwing up all overmydesktop

Free Ansaphones
One for every reader? If you are
also BTsubscriber, then yes. BT's
Answer 1571 is a free cut-down

version of £6 per quarter
CallMinder, giving up to 10
messages of 2 minutes each.

You can order online with

Fresco or Oregano at the BT
Web site, or dial 0800 003 800

from the BTline on which you
want it.

BT Answer 1571

www.bt.com/answer.jsp

Bon Surf

My Acorn User test account
with free ISP FreeUK was put to
good use during my holiday in
south-western France. FreeUK's

partner FreeSurf allows its users
in France to dial their local rate

access number and login with a
FreeUK username and password.

This usually worked and
allowed me to read all my
Demon, Enterprise and FreeUK
e-mail using WebMail services.
For posting e-mail, I needed to
specify the FreeSurf.fr SMTP
server.

FreeSurf

www.freesurf.fr

Spelling test
When the ISP hosting my
personal domain name went bust
earlier this year, all e-mail was
suddenly cut off. My agent, the
redoubtable Spellings Computer
Services were quick to grasp the
situation, and e-mail flow was

restored after three days.
Their new Web site offers

improved customer support and
services, such as domain
registration, Web hosting, Web
design and PC Maintenance.
There's also a cgi FAQand
service centre for amending e-
mail forwarding and aliases.

SCS also hosts the RISC OS

2001 Show Web site at

www.riscos2001 .com

Spellings Computer Services
www.spellings.net

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@aconiuser.com

www.acornuser.com October 2001
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f«! RISC OS4 Now £109+ £5 P&P = £114 IJ0I

iewFinder' RiscPC
Hi Res graphics card

Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)

1600x1200 1280x1024

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920x1440 1800x1440

1600x1200 1280x1024

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions; there
is hardware acceleration of a number of common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
SiiTiP^to fit. More infoat: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/viewfindeiV

£190 inC VAT and UK delivery

iewFinder + 17" Pro410£485

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £605
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £935

PRINTERS inc Acorn Drivers

HP 930C 600dpi 9ppm £130
HP 959C 600dpi llppm £180
HP 970CXI 600dpi 12ppm £220
Canon BJC2100 £100

Canon S450 inc. Photoreal Drivers £200

Canon BJC6100 550gsm (Ex Demo) £ 150f
Canon S4500 A3 inc Photoreal Drivers £375

Canon BJC5500 A2 colour £580

Canon BJC7000 (Ex Demo)phone for details

Samsung Laser 600dpi 8ppm £240
HP Laserjet 1100 £330
QMS Pageprol8L 1200dpi i8ppmPS3 40MB £500
QMS Colour Laser Postscript 3 £ 1560

Ex demo ilcms arc Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Zerilink Cables

2m£ll

3m £12

Optical Mice
from £30

Cordless Mice

from £45

PS2 Int. £20

Iiyama 22" Pro 415 0.25mm £750
A7000+ Odyssey Surf Inc. 15" Monitor £780

PCMCIA modem Pace Goldcard (OEM version) £100t

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £140f
Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510

BURN PROOF CD ReWriter IDE 12/10/32 with Acorn s/w £250

20GB IDE Hard Disc £120

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables & S/W£185
Laser Printer 8ppm 600dpi £240

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175

RiscPC PSUs

from £65

'Quiet'
PSU Fans

12dB33mVH £22

19dB45m3/H £22

26dB 58nvVH £22

32dB 69m3/H £22
?dB 69mVH Std? £20

Suitability
not guaranteed

RAM 47P00/+ 32MB £50, RiscPC/A7000 64MB £80 & 128MB £190

JSTEven Lower^LCDs 15"£380 17"£730
S/H StrongAR^

from £120?
Prices! v-

15" 1024 x 768 — 17" 1280 x 1024
CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

17" £110t+£iop&p

19" £200t+£iop&p
20" or21"£260t+£iop&P

Phone for full specifications.
3 month warranty

Offers from 4D

HP Lasers (Refurbished)

HP4 600dpi 8ppm
£130f+ £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160t + £10p&p

S/H A7000 12MB from £80f

S/H COMBI NIC ethernet cards £75f

S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50f

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Case Slices
1.-2 incB/P £95

1-3 incB/P&PSU £265

2-3 from £160
8Slol Backplanes £100

S/H RiscPCs from £200
RiscPC, RO 3.60. 16MB. IMBvram & HD£200

StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB
IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480

A7000+ RO 3.7, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £120
AKF60 (£50 with system) £60

Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Kinetic StrongARM upgrades
with 122MHz SDRAM

£335 if PX R04 & StrongARM
£400 if PX StrongARM

£475 if no Part exchange
For 128MB version add £81

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

;;-::GJEV58d Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk



Reality check
I am sorry if some people have

interpreted my various speeches
over the past year as not
appearing to being very upbeat,

but the fact is that the RISC OS world

is completely different to what is was
five years ago and there are different
things to get excited about.

Acorn used to produce hardware
and software. Nowadays we have
three different manufacturers

producing hardware for desktop
computers and Pace producing
hardware for the STB market.

RISCOS Ltd looks after the software

for the desktop and Pace does the
honours for the STB world. In fact

Pace's use of RISC OS is focussed on

what is called the IPTV market. Take

a look at Pace's web site www.pace.co
.uk/products/index.asp?id=23 for more
details of their RISC OS-based IPTV

box.

The reality is that RISCOS Ltd has
to be commercial, and it can't
undertake everything that some of
the users expect without a
guaranteed return. While the initial
funding for RISCOS Ltd came from
companies and enthusiasts, they
expect us to try and make money
from what we do. RISCOS Ltd is not

a charity.
There is a body of opinion that

seems to think that software should

be cheap or free, but the fact is that
even with software that appears to be
free, someone has to be making
money in order for it to be paid for in
the first place. Linus Torvalds (the
creator of Linux) works for someone
else for a living. He doesn't make
money out of giving Linux away.
Some people think that RISC OS
should be competing with Linux,
and that RISC OS should be really
cheap to encourage people to use it.
But there is no such thing as a free
lunch.

RISCOS Ltd does not have a

business model of selling large
volumes of RISC OS cheaply as we
have to make money in order to
continue to develop RISC OS. Much

Paul Middleton, Managing Director of
RISCOS Ltd, reports on the current

state of play in the RISC OS market
discussion has gone on about RISC
OS 4 upgrades being too expensive
and that Windows is so much

cheaper. But that is a fallacy.
Windows 2000 costs £160 to £250, an

OEM copy of Windows 98 costs £65,
and commercial packages of Linux
can cost £50 to £70.

Linux is really a totally different
animal to RISC OS and while

enthusiasts may be happy fiddling
around learning a new Linux
command every day, there is a vast
sector of the market that just wants
easy to use computers that don't
continually get filled up with
software that they don't use and
can't work out how to get rid of.

Schools may be able to purchase
Windows licences for £25 a time, but
there is virtually no cost to Microsoft
in those copies except for the cost of
producing a Serial Number Sticker —
they probably make £24.99 profit.

In comparison, RISC OS 4
upgrades have a cost of at least £25
to produce the ROMs,CD, manual
and so on, so a that price the profit
would be nil. We sell upgrades direct
to end-users, but over 50% of sales
are via dealers and over 75% of

people pay by Credit Card. Allowing
for tax, royalties and other overheads
involved in producing a RISC OS 4
upgrade we can make less than £20
profit when selling RISC OS 4 for
£99. If we sold RISC OS 4 upgrades
for only £50 we could actually make
less than £4 profit. This would mean
that if we wanted to spend £200,000
developing RISC OS 4 that we would
need to sell 50,000 copies just to
cover the costs.

To put this into perspective, Apple
sold 180,000 copies of Mac OS X in
the first week of its release

worldwide. That gave them an

income of nearly $20 million and yet
Apple have only a 6% share of the
market in the UK. They expect to sell
4,000 iBooks per week worldwide,
whereas we have 4,000 users in two
years. The fact is that the RISCOS
desktop market is an enthusiasts
market, but there are much bigger
markets in which RISC OS can and is

used.

What many people still think is
that Acorn only used to sell Rise PC's
and A7000's and that they had 200
engineers doing development work.
In fact they sold more Network
Computers and Set-Top Boxes than
desktop machines and worked on
many different versions of RISC OS.
The profit from the hardware (which
could be as much as 300%) paid for
most of the OS development and
only about 30% of their 200 staff
were actually software engineers.

In comparison RISCOSLtd has
just 3 software engineers.

When we licensed RISC OS from

Element 14 we got the version that
was intended for use with the

Phoebe Rise PC 2 hardware, and
most of the work we did was to

make it work with A7000 and Rise

PCs. RISC OS has always been very
hardware dependent with new
versions being developed to support
new hardware.

Nowadays the commercial reality
is that when a customer wants a new

version of RISC OS, they usually
want it quickly and as a consequence
this usually means that changes are
done on a quick fix basis, rather than
in an ideal fashion. This doesn't stop
different components being used —
products such as the Viewfinder card
work well, but have certain
limitations because they have to hack
into the OS rather than the OS being
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changed to suit the requirements of
the hardware.

RISC OS 4 represents the
culmination of something in the
order of 100 man-years of work. To
convert it to a 32-bit version is at

least a few more man-years. It has
come out that Pace have a 32-bit

version of RISC OS, on which they
can play games like Spheres of Chaos.
Unfortunately being able to play
games doesn't mean being able to
run Artivorks, format floppy discs,
access a hard drive or a whole raft of

other features that a RISC OS 4

desktop user would expect. Most
customers of Pace don't experience
RISC OS in the same way that
desktop users do.

For the future success of RISC OS,
it is important that we capitalise on
the good features that it has rather
than trying to compete directly with
its rivals. These features include low

cost hardware. ROM based = fast

startup. Limited hardware choices
mean it is reliable as there are few

chances for driver conflicts as

happens with Windows and Mac OS.
It might be nice to think that RISC

OS could run on Intel Pentium

processors, with their apparent
cheapness, but why? A typical 1.4
GHz Pentium can need a 450W or

even 600W power supply.
In some areas of the world such as

Silicon Valley this puts such a load
on the local electricity supply that
power cuts and brown outs are
common occurences. If they were
running Rise PC's that load could be
cut to at least 30% of the current

usage.

Furthermore even if something
that looked like RISC OS was

available to run on a PC what

software would it run? Anything
written in C could be re-compiled
with a lot of work to run on a non-

ARM processor, but anything written
in Assembler would be virtually
impossible to convert.

The strengths of RISCOS are that
it runs on low power RISC-based
ARM processors, so there is no point
trying to compete with super
charged power hungry Pentiums.
The same is actually true of
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converting RISC OS to run on 32-bit
processors.

Even if RISC OS was made

available in a 32-bit version now, you
would not be able to run any of your
current software until new versions

were compiled for use with a 32 bit
OS. If you have a 26-bit capable 32-
bit processor (such as the SA110)
then the operating system can give
you the option of running 26-bit or
32-bit software.

However if you have a 32-bit only
processor (such as the XScale) then
the operating system must itself be
32-bit and your software must also
be 32-bit. If you have 32-bit only
processor you can't run RISC OS
applications on it unless you have a
32-bit based operating system and
your software is written to run in 32-
bit mode.

So what are the plans?
As I have stated publicly, we are not
currently developing a 32-bit version
of RISC OS quite simply because
none of our customers has made a

commitment to purchase it — in this
case customers mean the Hardware

Developers.
We know that end users want

faster machines, which in practise
means moving to 32-bit processors,
but we cannot afford to develop a
version of RISC OS which is able to

support any permutation of
hardware and work with any of the
different ARM9 or XScale processors
if only one of the many permutations
is actually ever used in a real
product.

Thus it is down to the hardware

manufacturers to make a

commitment to produce a machine
that uses a 32-bit processor and then
coming to an agreement with us to
justify the production of the version
of RISC OS to go with their
hardware.

While supplies of 26-bit capable
processors remain available we will
continue to develop 26-bit versions
of RISC OS. This gives everyone the
chance to carry on using their
existing software. Remember if a new
32-bit only based machine became
available tomorrow, you would not

be able to run any RISC OS software
on it until there was a 32-bit version

of RISC OS.

You cannot run RISC OS

applications on a computer without
eitlnera RISC OS Operating System
or a RISC OS emulator on it. You

would not be able to take your
current version of Artworks (for
example) and run it on the new
computer until you have both a 32-
bit RISC OS and a 32 bit version of
Artworks.

The desktop market is still
essential for the future success of

RISC OS, as without desktop
machines, how are the future RISC
OS programmers going to learn how
to develop for RISC OS?

There are, I believe, two sectors
where RISC OS has a lot to offer:

• In the high volume markets,
such as for schools and embedded

products where low component cost
and reliability are essential.

• In the enthusiast martket where

a high specification desktop product
will be appreciated. Don't forget that
those of you who paid £2,000 for a
RisePC in 1994 are probably still
using that same machine albeit with
a few upgrades along the way. In
comparison 1 suspect most PC users
have bitten the bullet and upgraded
to completely new machines at least
once, if not twice during that same
period.

For the future therefore 1hope
that you will see that trying to
produce a cheap high performance
RISC OS computer is self defeating.
Innovation costs money, which must
come from making profits. With the
realistic size of the desktop market
sufficient profits do not come from
selling cheap products.

If you want longevity and
reliability buy a new RISC OS
computer. If you want something
that is only going to last a few years,
buy a PC or a Mac, or better still buy
a PC or a Mac AND a RISC OS

machine, after all they all have their
strengths and weaknesses, and it is
foolish trying to make one single
product that is everything to
everybody as that ultimately ^^^
means compromises. I =< fl I»1



A RISC OS 4 computer for the price of a BBC B
With its roots in PD and Shareware APDL is aware that there are many enthusiast still using /
early models. We know they would love to experience the benefits of a modern machine, /
fast drives, CD ROM, RISC OS 4 and more. These people are the backbone of the RISC
OS community, but because they rarely spend large amounts of money or buy new
computers they tend to be forgotten by some dealers, but not by APDL

So to bring as many as possible of you enthusiasts back into the mainstream of RISC OS | |
computing we have put together an offer you can't just refuse. An exclusive Special Edition
MicroDigital Mico computer for the incredible price of just £399 including VAT

That's right, just £399 including VAT, Turning the price clock back to the days of the BBC B

But this is no BBC B. The APDL Special Edition Mico has an ARM 7500FE processor with
floating point co-processor, 8MB RAM, 4.3GB hard drive with data transfer rates up to 9MB
per second, 48x CD ROM, RISC OS 4.03, sound card, external speakers, PS2 keyboard,
mouse, user manual and twelve months guarantee.

In addition there is our Special Edition CD containing
• Ovation - Powerful DTP and wordprocessor package
• Masterfile III - Famous database

• DrawWorks - Aspecial edition ofthe awardwinning vector graphics tool I
•Fonts and Clip Art - Acomprehensive collection of fonts andclip art I _ nr^M ^ - . _ ,« .
•Various other useful utilities and games APDL SpQCIBl Cu/l/O/l

Offer available only while stocks last. Price includes VAT, but please HJ| • ^* m^^ —J • #•« •+*% I IV /I • r% *%
add £13.50 UK carriage. Because of the low price of this offer a2% lvl IClOGICJ 1131 IVIICO
surcharge willapply to credit card orders (not Switch or Debit cards).
Monitor is not included in the Special Offer price. • fh ^\ ^\^\ .,.-
For full specification and details of upgrades, including modem m J^^J *J \J
and Internet software, see the APDL web site or contact APDL. •,,„, nr4t4 0^0 cn , lu< „n„;™*
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APDL Special Edition

Microdigital Mico

inc- £399 VAT
,nlclllcloUu„a,ClOCCmCnruL»,CuollcUi uuuiao^n^. Just add £13.50 UKcarriage

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Phone: 020 8778 2659 Fax: 020 8488 0487 email: info@apdl.co.uk www.apdl.co.uk

RISC World
The bi-monthly CD magazine for
all users of RISC OS computers

With its mixture of reviews, news, tutorials and in-
depth articles on all aspects of RISC OS computing
plus full versions of commercial software with every
issue RISC World is fast becoming the essential adjunct
to your computer. At a cost of only £17.90 a year it
really is an incredible bargain.

Don't miss out any longer. Subscribe to RISC World
right away or take advantage of our special
introductory offer. Get the whole of Volume 1, plus
Volume 2 Issues 1 and 2 (May and July 2001) plus the
next five issues for just £29.90

RISC World

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham

London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659

Fax: 020 8488 0487

subscriptions @riscworld. co. uk
www.riscworld.co.uk

RISC World costs just £17.90 per year UKor £19.90 per year outside UK.
Special offer ofback issues plus 5 future issues costs £29.90 UK or £33.90 outside UK
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Movin the
Like many things in the modern

world, digital video isn't quite
as new as you might think.
Way back in the late 70s —

around the time the CD was being
developed — a project was instigated
to create a digital video recorder.

That project came to fruition in
1987, when Sony launched the
world's first commercial digital video
format, called Dl. This pinnacle of
technology was attained only 60 years
after the very first television
recordings — Baird's 30-line
mechanical disc system — and just 30
years after the first commercial video
recorder, made by Ampex in the US. I
attended an early demonstration of
the new Dl machine, which came in
two pieces for ease of handling.

The tape transport mechanism and
the electronics unit were so

cumbersome that it would be nearly
impossible to move a one-piece
machine. Someone half-jokingly
asked how long we'd have to wait for
a portable version. The experts said
that they didn't foresee a digital
recorder ever being made portable —
not least because no-one would be

able to carry the batteries it would

Nic Blinston reveals what's behind

digital video for RISC OS and more

Demo *

need.

Despite being the first
development, the Dl format was the
ultimate in technical quality for
recording and editing, and offered a
seemingly limitless ability to copy
and re-copy material with no
degradation. For this reason, it was
enthusiastically taken up by
producers of big-budget commercials
and pop videos who wanted multi-
layered effects.

However, it proved to be just too
expensive for most other uses — both
in the initial capital cost of the
machines, and crucially, the running
costs. The massive cassettes were over

14in wide, and as well as costing a lot
to buy, cost a lot to store — especially
in the TV industry's high-rent Soho
facilities.

Although superseded for
television use, the format is now sold
as a data storage system — the
cassettes hold nearly 100Gb of data,
and the latest machines only weigh

70kg...
The Dl format

introduced an

important concept into
the video world —

sampling. Just as with
a CD, where the
analogue waveform is
sampled at regular
intervals (44100 times a
second, or 44.1kHz), so
the incoming analogue
video signal is sampled
— and a high quality
video recorder doesn't

just have one signal to
sample. To maintain
resolution, such
recorders use what is

known as 'component'
recording, where the

n

With the never-ending squeeze on production
budgets, one of the best ways to save time and
money is to use Optima for the complete offline
edit. By dispensing with unnecessary frills,
Optima allows you to concentrate on the task at
hand - cutting the story.

For the best combination of flexibility, ease of
use and features, the cost-conscious creative
Producer uses Optima for decision-making, then
an online system with a professional editor for
finishing. By using the most appropriate
facilities at each stage, the time and cost of
making television can be dramatically reduced.
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picture is stored as three separate
signals.

First is the luminance (black and
white, or the 'brightness' element)
which contains most of the detail of

the image. The colour information is
less significant and is contained in
two separate signals, known as
'colour difference'.

International agreement had
settled on a fundamental frequencyof
3.375Mhz, and to keep up the quality,
sampling must be a multiple of this.
The luminance is sampled at four
times the fundamental frequency —
13.5Mhz, over 300 times the rate of
CD audio. Each of the colour

difference signals is sampled at half
the rate of the luminance, making it
twice the base frequency. The ratio of
luminance and colour difference

signals is therefore known as 4:2:2
and this is acknowledged as giving
the best quality recordings.

For many years however, the
broadcast industry had been making
'composite' recordings — where the
picture is stored as just one signal, in
the same way as a regular VHS
machine. It was soon realised that

separating composite signals into
components degraded the picture
quality and negated part of the
benefit of going digital. In 1988 the
D2 format was introduced by Ampex,
which recorded a composite signal
without splitting it up. This format is
also now the basis of a data recording
system.

Eager to capture part of the
expanding market for professional
digital video recorders, Panasonic
developed the D3 format as a
replacement for D2. Using smaller
cassettes and machines, D3 scored a
major success when the BBCdecided
to standardise on the format to



replace its old analogue composite
machines.

To cover all the bases, Panasonic
also introduced the D5 format,

essentially a component version of
D3. Just for the record, there was
never a D4 format — 4 is unlucky in
Japan so they skipped it, like modern
housing development skips number
13.

All the formats so far introduced

suffered from one fundamental

problem — sampling at such high
frequencies (especially the component
machines with their three signals)
meant they had to deal with an
enormous data rate. In order to

achieve real affordability for digital
video, the amount of data would
have to be cut — this is known as

compression.
The size of the compressed version

is compared to the original as a
compression ratio, expressed as n:l.
Bit rate reduction theory had existed
for many years, but until the early
1990s the hardware to achieve the

kind of processing required was
prohibitively expensive, even in
broadcast.

Although there are numerous
techniques for compressing video,
there are two fundamentally different
types of compression. Many
recording systems use
both in combination.

The first is known

as intra-frame

compression,
where each

frame of the

image — 25 a
second in the

UK, 30 in the US
and Japan — is
dealt with

individually.
The object is to

reduce the amount of

data needed to

describe the frame,
much as the JPEG

Digital Video

ima
compression scheme is applied to
single still images. One way to
achieve this is to find shorter words

to describe the same thing — like
using the word 'bus' instead of
'omnibus'.

Or the way that Americans shorten
'automobile' to auto — and we say
'car'! Compressing automobile to car
reduces ten letters to three, a 3.33:1
ratio. To describe a whole street scene,
we can remove certain words from

the description altogether without
entirely losing the meaning:

There is a road, which has two lanes.
Alongside theroad are streetlights, these
are all switched on as it is quite dark. The
road hasa pavement, which, like theroad,
is wet. There aretrees along theedge of
thepavement, and because it is Autumn
theleaves are brown. Parked under oneof
thestreetlights is a red car.
Which becomes:

Road, two lanes. Streetlights, on.
Pavement. Wet. Trees, brown leaves. Red
carparked.
This illustrates compression
of the amount of

information

needed to

describe

a static

scene and is known as 'spatial
compression'.

Since video is a time-based

medium, where things move and
change from one picture to the next, it
is also possible to employ inter-frame
compression to take advantage of the
similarities from one frame to the

next. Continuing with the example,
instead of describing the street scene
completely for every sample (say,
once a minute), you might only
describe the changes:

Streetscene (full description). No
change. No change. Man ivalks into
scene. Gets into red car. No change. Cat-
drivesaway,fast. Yellow cararrives,
follows red car. Wind blows. Leavesfall.
Street scene (fulldescription). No change.
Woman crosses road. Woman stands still.

No change. Looks at watch.
Stands still. Red car

returns,
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V Standard moStuort Tyrrell Davslc

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted

for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.

Only £19.95

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

i

9 •

Your

Monitor

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

PC 1

r
(3 O

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 750 / 128MB / 20GB /

DVD / modem / speakers /
keyboard / mouse £499 inc

Duron 900 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD/ Geforce2MX graphics /
periphs as above £649 inc

Athlon 1200 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD / CD-rewriter / Gf2MX /

periphs as above £799 inc

MWm'ppcrm™*

" .,;.;::.-»

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

PS2MouseMmi allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface
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Your RISCPC

Here!

BURN BABY BURN!
SPECIAL OFFERS ON CD re-writers and interfaces

32x12x10 BURN PROOF IDE CDRW drive, inc
fittings, 2-way cable, CDBurn software

Only £175.00

As above with SIMTEC IDE interface for faster

sustained writing speeds Only £225.00

SIMTEC IDE interface alone

PARAFS is a parallel port networking system for machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mico / Omega / RiscPC)

It is implemented as a filing system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 10OK/sec,
making it an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

|.it'H.lJ,..'lll-Jl'.H.!.|,.|.|.'.,.l

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Only £55.00

Phone, Fax or email for a

*e product information flyer!

All prices include VAT and P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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stops. Woman gets in. Car drives off.
Street scene (full description).

This illustrates compression of the
amount of information needed to

describe a changing scene, where
some things remain static. This is
known as 'temporal compression'. An
important point to note is the regular
repetition of the full description of the
street scene. This is known as a key
frame, and means that to achieve a
full description at any point only
requires the viewer to go back a few
steps and then work forward.

Without key frames, if you lost the
very first description you would
never be able to re-construct the

scene. In video terms, you wouldn't
be able to edit this material. Well-

managed temporal compression is the
basis for most types of MPEG

iiaigaiEaanaaia
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compression,

such as in

DVDs. This

is ideal for

transmission

or other uses

where the

material is

essentially played
continuously rather
than being edited.

One of the key techniques in
compressing the actual data is known
as 'run length encoding'. If the street
was busy, we could describe the
traffic thus:

Car, car, car, car, car, car, van, van,
car, car, car, bus, car, car, car...
Or rather more simply:

Digital Video

6 airs, 2
vans, 3 cars, a bus, 3

cars...

If we had started with

'automobile[comma][space]' six
times, and ended up with '6 cars' we
have achieved a compression ratio of
12:1 for that part — and since we
know that 'car' is directly equivalent
to 'automobile' this compression can
be described as 'lossless'.

To make the decompression work
correctly, we also need to know that
each occurrence of 'car' must be
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We carry a wide range of
Audio, Visual and Digital
equipment ~always!

DIGITAL CAMCORDERS

CANON A
DM-MV400 £535.00
DM-MV400i £635.00
DM-MV450 £659.00
DM-MV450i £749.00
DM-MV3MC £699.00

DM-MV3iMC £999.00
DM-XL1 £2209.00
DM-XL1S £2995.00
DM-XM1 £1400.00

wc M
GR-DV1800EK £989.00
GR-DV2000EK £1140.00

GR-DVL150EK £450.00

GR-DVL355EK £529.00
GR-DVL357EK £565.00

GR-DVL557EK £680.00
GR-DVP1EK £825.00
GR-DVP3EK £900.00
GR-DVX44EK £610.00

PANASONIC
MV-DS27 £460.00
NV-DS28 £610.00
NV-DS150B £645.00
NV-DS35 £600.00
NV-DS37 £650.00
NV-DS38 £695.00
NV-DX110B £1049.00

NV-MX5B £830.00

NV-MX7B £940.00
NV-9500 £850.00
NV-MX300B £1600.00

.YJSJI PyP. .W.E.B .?!!* WV™-.^
EMAIL US YOUR ORDERS: Sales<^
MAIL ORDER•MRPHP^OSQ^ijIt:.]^
COME AND SEE US: ASK, 248 Tottenham Court Rd, London W1T 7QZ
OUR BRANCHES: KAMLA: 251 TOTTENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7RB
HARP: 237 TOTTENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7QW

CANON
IXUSV d\

£369

99

CANON
DM-MV3MC

£699

SONY
DCR-PC110

£1150

C-4040

olympus £779

iam Mrn, o r..ff **«™ ~f NEW! Dane-Elec1/l/e carry a full range of .. fc ..„
digital accessories zMate USB c*lfAn2f*fs

* from just £24.99

SONY
DCR-TRV15 £635.00
DCR-TRV17 £790.00
DCR-TRV30 £1187.00
DCR-TRV900 £1500.00
DCR-PC6 £793.00
DCR-PC9 £1020.00
DCR-PC110 £1150.00
DCR-VX2000 £2199.00

DIGITAL STILLS

CANON
G1 £619.00
IXUS300 £435.00
IXUSV £369.00
PSA20 £289.00
PS 90 IS £819.00

FUJI
FP1400 £229.00

FP2400 £269.00

FP-6900 £629.00

FP-4800 £459.00

NIKON
C00LPIX880 £539.00
COOLPIX995 £719.00

OLYMPUS
C-1 £199.00
C-1 ZOOM £259.00
C-200 £279.00
C-700 £499.00
C-2040 £379.00
C-3040 £599.00
C-4040 £779.00
E-10 £1189.00

SONY
DSC-F505 £599.00
DSC-P1 £529.00
DSC-S75 £585.00
DSC-S85 £789.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 17.5%. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABLITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY. DELIVERY CHARGES APPLY ON TELEPHONE MAILORDER. ONLINE ORDERS OVER £100 RECEIVE FREE OF CHARGE DELIVERYTO A UK MAINLAND ADDRESS.

WE ARE OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.00AM TO 6.00PM. E&OE.
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followed by [comma][space] unless it is
the last item in the list. This set of

information is part of the compression
algorithm and must be available to the
decompression process. With this
knowledge, decompressing '6 cars'
reproduces exactly the original with no
loss of detail.

Bycomparison, compression may
alternatively be 'lossy' where the
method used decides that certain

information is insignificant to the overall
meaning. For example, if the original
description included the model and
colour of each car, we could drop that
and still have a useful description.

It is important to note that once
discarded, the original detail can never
be retrieved. This type of compression is
used in JPEG images and in Mini-Disc
audio, where the compression schemes
are based on an understanding of what
the human eye and ear treats as
significant. Using lossy compression
provides extremely good ratios, but is
only useful where the basic content is
still useful without the full resolution.

Digital Video

This is used to good advantage with
JPEG image compression, where
receiving a reasonable representation
quickly is more important than having
the full quality original but having to
wait for it. The same applies to the fax
machine, which can reproduce a usable
copy of a document quickly and with
relatively low technology.

It is useful to note that to get the best
out of these compression schemes, it is
worth preparing the original in a way
which fits with the method. By
understanding the way that faxes work
— by reading runs of dark and light
pixels and encoding the most common
combinations with short codes (known
as variable-length encoding) — you can
begin to see why clearly typed text gets
transmitted much more quickly than
pictures, which have fewer common
combinations of dark and light.

The ethos of content importance is at
the heart of the compression systems
used in Optima, the RISC OS based
professional video editing system.
Optima is an offline system which has

r
1) Rename to something appropriate

(

lL Sua EGfc

ProgEDtJ

EDL Controller andMode

CXIX340 <? AHale <S . . ,
. \OfJialnI

Sony 9000 BMrtlcj

SMPJE J CMmIc O \JTaPt EDL )
Playback VTRs [71

S

San- Options

Soiree trackassignmentto EDL Channels

V At A2 A3 A4

letting

ShanHole | 00O0.ii0.D5 |

Shan Clip

Warn all Holes

| WMVO.Of |

J
EDL Details (scroll to see options)

/

4) Drag this icon to your working
disk (not directly to a floppy)
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2) For Avid
online, ensure

the "Tape EDL"
box is clear;

for tape online
tick it.

3) For the first EDL,
these are correct;

for Optima tracks
3 & 4 change as
below to make a

second EDL.

rj-jrrrl
-—-^ —-—i—i —i—r 'Mi
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DIGITAL CAMERAS
Latest Models

C4040Z £649.99

C3040Z £599.99

C2040Z £399.99

C1 ZOOM £239.99

C1 £199.99

Some refurbished cameras available
C21 £179.95

C920L £199.95

C960L £219.95

C830L £135.00

C860L £165.00

D490Z £265.00

C990L £299.00

C2000L £345.00

6 months guarantee, complete with
standard package accessories

DIGITAL CENTRE
Still Cameras

A20 £330.00

IXUS V £399.95

IXUS300 £479.99

G1 £699.00

PRO901S £999.99

D30 (body only) £1900.00

Digital Camcorder Centre
MV400i £699.95

MV450i £799.99

MV3 £799.95

MV3iMC £999.99

Discontinued MV300

Clearance Offer £579.99

CANON SCANNERS AND PRINTERS

AIJXOAI
COOLPIX 995 £775

Phone or e-mail for latest offers

in memory cards:
SMART MEDIAICOMPACT FLASH

UP TO 128MB

EX-STOCK - SUPERB PRICES

TRADE INs WELCOME

35mm Reflex Systems Welcome Here

Campkins
Future Vision

12A Kings Parade
Cambridge

Phone: 01223 368087

Fax: 01223 363336

E-mail: sales@campkinsfuturevision.co.uk

n'.viwi
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"Overall the 800DVD

exceeds in every respect
it's the clear winner in this

budget shoot-out "
The true colours of the DVD format come shining

through with this little beauty.
Blessed withalmost every feature knownto DVD. and

capable of handling every format from VCD to MP3, the
Yeloalso has a back panel that offers the greatest

flexibility yet.... the 800DVDlooks like the player to beat.
Total DVDMagazineOCT2000

i)ODDVI) Phvjy/
DVDI'JDI 'J'JJJLJ 'J'JUIl'jJP'Jl'JUli
© Multi Region out of the box
© Video output: RGB, S-Video, Composite,

Component, SCART - selectable output options
© Audio output: Opticaland coaxialdigital outputs tor

Dolby Digital/PCM. AC35.1 decoder, DTS
Compatible

Multiformat compatible
DVD.CD, MP3 VCD2.0,VCD3.0, DVCD, SVCD,
CVD, CDR

...this is arguably the
best budget player
around at present...

© PAL, NTSC compatible
© Parental control functions

© 48kHz to 96kHz audio DAC,16 to 24-bitdigitalcoding
© Multi-angle viewing, supports upto 9 viewingangles
© Over 500 lines horizontal resolution

© Selectable screen display format: 16:9, 4:3
© 4 speed forward and reverse scan
© 4 x zoom and pan
© Onscreen setup controls
© SCART, SVIDEO,COMPOSITEcables supplied

800DVD ONLY
DVD Review Nov2000

WM^nm

DA-AV5 DIGITAL

Go fo

LBY DIGITAL HOME THEATRE

ompact 30Watt Centre speakerand |
Control unit |
" sound modes: Dolby Digital, Dolby

roLogic, Stereojheatre, Hall
J Inch magnetically shielded speaker
Dimensions WxHxD 278x107x127 mm •

i

Powerful 100Watt Subwooferand ,
Integrated Amplifier .
6.5 Inch speaker .
Dimensions W x H x D 348 x 249 x 257 mm i

IX 30WattCompact Full Range Satellite i
Speakers i
3 Inchmagneticallyshielded speaker I
Dimensions W x H x D 96 x 107 x 109 mm i

Speaker stands availableas an option

Digitaland Analog Inputs
Analog Stereo RCATypesockets
Digital: 1 OpticalToslinkConnector

1 Coaxial Connector
(Optical Coaxialand speaker CableSupplie

Remote control
Infra-red remote control functions include
standby mode on/off, surround mode select,
volume (master and individual channels),

I>!l irw«.il-i']:';''l'l,'l
PRO-LOGIC

Representingextremelygoodvalue formone;
the DA-AV5 includes four 30W satellite

speakers, 1 30WCentre Speaker and
controlunitan integrated
amplifier and 100Wsubwoofer
a Dolby Digital decoder unitan
a remote control. It provides
perfect cinema-style surround
sound using the Dolby Digital
5.1 audio tracks found on the

majorityof DVD discs, it also
features full backward

compatibility with DolbyPro
Logicand NICAM stereo
content.

V Jf7

die option a

*""•

800DVD + DA-AV5

Complete Home Theatre
every thing you need in 1 box
System consists:-

Yelo800DVDPlayer

DA-AV5 250WDolby Digital Home Theatre sound

SCART, SVIDEO, Composite, Coaxial, Optical, 2 channel
stereo and speaker cables

£199.99
INC VAT & DELIVERY

QWIK BUY CODE T-D-V-03-01

Compatible with
DVD, VCR,LDP,CD

IROM.TV,,0^
and Gam

DA-AV5 ONLY |

£259.99
INC VAT & DEUVERY

QWIK BUY CODE DA5-250W-01 H

800DVD + DA-AV5

BUNDLE

£429.99
INC VAT & DEUVERY

save £30

QWIK BUY CODE CHC_B01

Bring your movies alive
buy online or call 01992
Print ahown Ineludo I7.5«; VATand dellvety lo mainland UKonly. AllPrices

co.uk - Kllio limited -16 ladyjmiln Road - Enfield - EN13AA

www.kiiro.
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found several niches with a diverse
range of companies and
organisations. These include
broadcasters, independent production
companies, universities, colleges and
schools. Bydeliberately limiting the
image quality to about that of VHS
tape, much more material can be
stored in a given amount of disk
space.

Bycomparison with other systems
Optima can at first appear to be
lacking in features. However the key
to its continuing success is that it has
been designed to provide what
programme-makers need in an editing
system — which is not necessarily the
same as what (they think) they want.

One customer bought Optima after
realising that an alternative with lots
of bells and whistles was akin to a
shiny open-top sports car — flashy
and seductive at first glance but,
ultimately, not very practical. Optima
is successful because the key to offline
editing is that the user is concerned
with the content of what is being
edited rather than the finished
quality.

Offline video editing is like using
desktop publishing to produce a
magazine like Acorn User. All of the
content, headlines and layout is
determined at this stage on a
standard desktop computer.

The finished content may be
printed out on a laser printer or a
colour inkjet for approval and
checking, but the quality would not
be good enough to sell. Toproduce
the finished articleyou are reading,
all the content is taken to a printing
firm with very expensiveequipment.
They then reproduce the exact
content at high quality, but with little
or no creative input. The equivalent
in video editing is called 'online'

editing.
Systems such

as Optima are,
un

surprisingly,
sometime

known as

'Desktop
Video'. One of

the significant
advantages of
separating the
content creation from

the finishing process is that the
producer or director is able to
concentrate on being creative —
telling the story — without needing
to understand or be able to operate
the more complex technology.

Getting back to the historical
thread, and to skip on a few years
and a few more video formats, the
use of compression techniques and
electronic circuit miniaturisation led
to the introduction of a consumer

digital video format in the mid 1990s
— DV. This uses a fixed compression
rate of 5:1,but all the compression is
carried out 'intra-frame'.

This means that no temporal
compression is used, and the
resulting material can be easily edited
at any point since each frame is fully
described. One way in which the
compression is achieved is to sample
the colour information at a lower rate

— 3.375Mhz average. Confusingly,
the way this is achieved is known as
4:2:0, since the two colour

components are sampled at 6.75Mhz
on alternate lines. Technically, it
should be called 4:2:0 / 4:0:2.

There is a very wide range of
camcorders available, from the well-
known names such as JVC, Sony,
Panasonic and Canon. These miracles

of digital technology are now readily

Where to get your consumer Digital Video supplies

Empire Direct 0870 www.empiredirect.co.uk

ASK Electronics 0870 www.askdirect.co.uk

And don't forget that the High Street stores will, in general, have much higher
prices than specialist mail-order companies. Plus the smaller supplies can also
give better prices with their particular speciality.

October 2001 www.acornuser.com

Digital Video

available on the

High Street and by mail
order, starting at less than

£500.

It's worth pointing out that the
well-known High Street stores tend to
be considerably more expensive than
the specialist mail-order companies.
Also the prices are so fluid that they
can change from day to day.We have
included a few mail-order companies
in the panel you can contact for
prices. Not only that but the prices
you may be paying for other
associated services and products
could well be more expensive in the
High Street. It pays to shop around.

Although often used by
professionals on a tight budget, most
of the consumer camcorders are

wholly unsuited to professional use
— sadly, rather than insist on
shooting with professional crews and
equipment, many producers allow
relative amateurs to shoot whole
programmes with the excuse that
using consumer equipment is the
only way to 'get close to the action'.

The result is the plethora of badly
made documentaries which now litter

the schedules — they may have good
quality pictures thanks to the DV
format, but would anyone really
argue that letting someone
completely untrained and
inexperienced loose on a powerful
computer graphics workstation
would result in a masterpiece?

The cheaper consumer camcorders
are wonderful for their original target
market — making home movies
easily with good picture quality.
However, just as a professional
photographer uses much more
expensive equipment than you or I
might use for holiday snaps, the TV
professional usually uses much more
advanced camcorders.

To cater for this, both Sony and
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NTrac LCD Monitors
"vou'll want one."

NEW!
,/ ///«/»Resolution LCI) Screen

With Picture in Picture

\\ Capability. (1024x768 pixel)

15" LCD display with XVGA and A/V inputs
£675 inc VAT & delivery

With TV Tuner

16:9 formal LCD monitors from £382

4:3 formal LCD monitors Irani £188

5.6", 6.4". 7". 10.4" & 15" LCD Available

wwwjitrac.GO.uk

Computer 1/,/<-«. l/ir.'W. y ,y

10.4" VGA LCD
wiih twin A/V

inputs

640x480 pixel

£475 inc

I2V operation
Lightweight portable display

LCD-Pro 6.4" colour monitor
Ideal Pro-Camera Monitor

In Video ProfwionsK Wnrlilniilc

Lightweight 4 portable

12-15V DC operation
Manual or 1R Remote Control of

Colour/Controst/Bnghtness/Ttnt

£329 inc VAT and delivery

Copyright-free Musi
Music for multimedia since 1983 with over 30,000
CDs in world-wide use!

from II4.9S inc.p&p
FREE CD sampler and brochure

Visit www.nvmdigital.com for our music librar
our range of html-based outdoor activity CD-ROMs

NVM Digital, P.O.Box 1, Bentham, Lancaster, LA27GA
Phone/Fax 015242 62445, E-mail info@nvmdigitai.com

NVMDIGITAL.COM

• DV Based Production

• Post Production Training
- all available from Fillin

Fillm it>

We specialise in technical training
plus installation and

commissioning on-site.

Ask about RE CUE - our mobile DV Recording and
Post-production vehicle, available for hire now.

The GO - ANYWHERE Mobile Multi-Camera DV Recording Vehicle.

Web: www.fillin.co.uk Fax/Ans. +44 (0) 1344 466078

PG Video

Editing Ltd

The facility where you're not
'justanother customer'

For your Sound & Vision
needs, let us help you -

Tell the story

Wet & Dry Edit Suite Hire (2 Avid Suites)
ProTools Audio Suite & V/O Sound Booth

MPEG Encoding & WWW Video
Filming & Productions
CD Writing/Duplication & Printing
Online & Offline Editing up to 2:1

• Corporate 2v P\M\c events

Latest plug-ins: Title
Motion, Marquee
and Commotion

= Phone:+44(0)1234 844002

5 Fax: +44(0)1234 844000
3 Unit 52.Singer Way
.3 Woburn Industrial Estate
52. Kcmpalon. Beila MK42 7AF

^ aalesttpgvldeo.co.uk

For Camcorder and Photographic Equipment

• PREMIUMS FROM ONLY £15.75 PER YEAR

* All risks covered

* New for old basis settlement

• World-wide travel up to 21 days
• £500,000 Personal Liability
* Payment by cheque, credit card or direct debit
•k Gold cover extras:

- Business or professional use
- Theft from unoccupied vehicles
- Worldwide travel up to 3 mths
- Lower claims excess

Canyou be sure your household or travel policies cover
your equipment in all circumstances? Playsafe and
take out a photographer's policy from AUA- less than
£2 per month to cover £1,000 worth of equipment.
Phone or write for details with AUA INSURANCE

no obligation to: De Vere House,
Norwich Office 01603 628034 90 St Faith's Lane

London Office 020 7283 3311 Norwich NR1 1NL

Please send me further details of your policies for
photographic equipment

Name

Address

Postcode

Amateur Professional AU10/01

PROFESSIONAL DUPLICATION

FOR PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

WE CARE ABOUT OUR

VHS TAPE DUPLICATION

BECAUSE YOU DO

Call Glen or Tracy for 2001 Rate Card

AV Production House

3 Bridge Road. Business Centre,
Ashford, Kent. TN23 IBB
dups@avprod-hse.demon.co.uk
Fax. 01233646410

mm• mum*

Warehouse Video Services
Embossed Case Specialists

FOR ALL YOUR CASE, TAPE & LABEL REQUIREMENTS TO SUIT MOST OCCASIONS

SAMPLE PACK

£6.00 INC
Please state title from list below, sil
ver or golf foil embossing and tape

length from E60, E120 and E180
Embossed Case Titles Available: Our Wedding Day, Our Daughter's Wedding Day, Our

Son's Wedding Day, Wedding Day, The Christening, First Holy Communion. Boxes can be
as follows: White case with silver embossing; White case with gold embossing; Cream case

with gold embossing: Price £2.50 per case including VAT and delivery

OVER 100 COMBINATIONS OF TITLES IN STOCK
AND ALL LENGTHS OF TAPE UP TO E240

Cheques/POs to accompany orders, made payable to: WAREHOUSE VIDEO SERVICES,
7 August End, Dept AU, George Green, Slough, Berkshire SL3 6RP.

Tel: 01753 823425 Mobile: 07774 125615 Fax: 01753 512822

ALL THE ABOVE ARE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY. BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Pack consists of foil embossed
white case containing white
cassette with Pro BASF Back-
coated tape and matching
foil-embossed labels.
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Panasonic introduced 'professional'
variants of the DV format, know as
DVCAM and DVCPro respectively.
The camcorders for these formats

usually have manual control of all the
features which are automatic on the

consumer models, such as focus, iris,
audio level and so on.

Professional users have no need

for many of the so-called 'features' of
the consumer camcorders,
particularly ones of such dubious
value as a 400x digital zoom — where
what you end up with is a shaky,
pixellated blur. A big issue now is the
use of 'widescreen' mode, which
consumer camcorders achieve by
ignoring a quarter of the picture
height, and then magnifying the
resulting lower-resolution image until
it fits the widescreen ratio.

Professional cameras have image
pickup chips which are the correct
wide aspect ratio to start with, and so
retain the full resolution.

One of the key features of a DV
camcorder — assuming you want to
do more than just shoot and play
back— is its ability to output
material to another machine or a

computer in native DV format. This is
achieved through the use of a 'DV
out' socket, commonly known as
'Firewire' (an Apple trademark) or
MLink' (Sony's brand name) or, to use
its official standard name, IEEE-1394.

Using this connection allows
copies to be made with almost
no loss of

quality, so
that the

edited

version is as

good as the
original
footage.
Some

camcorders

also allow 'DV

in' which means

the finished

programme can be copied back to
digital tape for archiving. However, if
you plan to do a lot of work in this
way,you should consider investing in
a full DV recorder, since the tape
mechanism in the camcorder is

optimised for recording, and may be
damaged by repeated shuttling and
playback.

Becauseof the wide and cheap
availability of DVequipment there is
a trend in the industry to promote
'all-in-one' packages which, as well as
the initial editing, also have the
finishing toolssuch as image
processing, colour correction,
graphics and sophisticated audio
processing capabilities. These
functions are only needed for 10%or
less of the total editing time, but all
too often get in the way and make the

pal rv /

MOI-itO!

Optima System:
Typical Connection Schematic

Auoio Loll & Right

Video (composite or YIC)

Remote Control
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Digital Video

whole process
more difficult than it

Many of the
editing packages now available

make a big noise about all the effects
they offer — when 90% of all
television is produced using no more
sophisticated effect than a
straiaghtforward dissolve. I include
this as a note of caution for those of
you using or planning to buy desktop
video — just because a feature exists,
doesn't mean you should use it.

One of the best basic packages —
which also includes all the effects and
other gizmos — is available
completely free if you buy a
Macintosh computer. Apple's iMovie
is able to import and edit DV
material, then export it back to tape.
Even more useful nowadays is the
ability to re-process the finished piece
and output it as a DVD. This
capability — iDVD — is also included
free with the higher-specification
Macs, which come with a hybrid
'super drive' able to write to DVD-R
discs.

Unfortunately, we are about to be
plunged into yet another 'format war'
with recordable DVD variants, so far
at least three different re-writable

formats are being promoted — with
only limited compatibility. Perhaps it
is just as well we are out of this one
and can side with the one that wins.

Toend, the most important tiling
to remember about all of the various

technologies — soft and hardware —
is that they are no more than tools to
help achieve your objectives.

Before making any decisions
therefore, you need to define the
objectives, then research the options
to decide which of them are ^^^
the best fit. i=t*i»i

Appropriate technology:
Define thejob, then use theright tool.



DO YOU OWN

A SONY OR CANON DV CAMCORDER

AND REQUIRE LONG RUNNING TIMES

DC CABLES FOR SONY

DSR-VX1000, DRS-9000,
DSR-200

DSR-VX2000, DSR-PD100AP
DSR-PD150AP.

DCR-TRV6, DCR-TRV10,
DCR-TRV11.DCR-TRV20,

DCR-TRV900E.

MOST OTHER

SONY CCD- MODELS.

DC CABLES FOR CANON
DM-XL1 DM-XM1

Using a Hawk-Woods DC Camera Cable allows the use of any 12-14Volt
power source to run your camcorder for extended run times.
Example; 10W camcorder 6hours from 13.2V 5.0Ah battery.

|Hawk-Woods

Hawk-Woods Ltd.

32 Brinkley Road,
Worcester Park, Surrey,

KT4 8JF. England.

For more information contact.

Tel: 020 8715-0999

Fax: 020 8330-5659

Email:sales(5)hawkwoods.com

The owls are eating tiger sandwiches...

-

And red wine goes well with cereal! Although I prefer champers myself!

...which is last time's code! You are not Agent Dosdespotonyorchinovitch!

Er. no. your usual contact has a bit of a tummy bug. I'm
a temporary stand in. The names Wilkins. by the way.

That is a strange name! Still, I don't suppose it matters
too much. I suppose you would like to be told about
WebChange, the software we are investigating?

Oh, yes indeed, old boy! Tell me all about it!

WebChange is a tool for website designers. It can be
used to make repetitive changes to a site quickly and
easily, such as search and replace of any text, insertion

of datestamps, and filcsizcs, checking and insertion of
alt text, case changing of tags and filenames, generation
of a html file for simplifying online validation, joiningof
files, and much much more. There is even a script
language, providing many more facilities.

Hmmm. Did you say your name was 'Wilkins' ?

Yes...er, no. I said Wilkinsov. Umm, Tell me more about the script language.

Using the script language means you can perform a
whole series of tasks in one go, includinga number
of tasks not dirccdy available from the front end -
so. ifyou have a series of tasks you might perform
on a regular basis, you set up a script, and just run
that each time. It is usingsuch scripts that enables
WebChange to turn PipeDream files into HTML,
or HTML tables into CSV files, for example.

Oh. jollygood show, what? How much does it costL

WebChange costs just £15, and can be purchased by
sending a cheque or postal order to:

Soft Rock Software
FREEPOST (BS7978)
Wcstbury-on-Trym
Bristol. BS10 5BR.

Or buy online with your credit card - see the website
at http://www.softrock.co.uk for details.

Oh. this is tip top info!And all before tea! Jolly)

"Jully good" '."Tea," '."Old boy" ?"Champers" ?You are not

who you say you arc... Hey!

Come back...

SmartMedia for RISC OS!
Surftec are pleased to announce the launch of our range of
DigiFlash CompactFlash™ and SmartMedia™ card readers.

Compatible with all makes of RISC OS computers* and
Network Computer, they are easily plugged into the parallel
port which allows you to download data from CompactFlash
type 1 and 2, and SmartMedia cards, from devices such as
Digital Cameras, PDAs, MPEG3 Portable MusicPlayers etc.

Now with support for IBM Micro Drive!
DigiFlash now supports the IBM MicroDrive, either in native
FAT16 or even partitioned for RISC OS (including F+support).

Once the reader has been plugged into the parallel port and
PS2 keyboard port (for power), you simply load the RISC OS
driver. This device allows other parallel devices to be daisy-
chained, such as printers.

When the software has been loaded, just treat the media like a
floppy disc, you can copy, delete and rename files while on the
CompactFlash or SmartMedia cards.

The Surftec RISC OS drivers provide an extra disc icon allowing
the contents of the media to be read and loaded into your
favourite Acorn photo software such as ImageMaster,
ChangeFSI or PhotoDesk (also available from Surftec).

Card Readers/Drivers/Media
CompactFlash Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
SmartMedia** Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
Acorn RISC OS/NC Driver* £ 39

340MB IBM MicroDrive new price £219

1GB IBM MicroDrive newprice £319

* Surftec driver willnot work with all types of card reader, and
requires a bi-directional parallel port.

** SmartMedia reader expected launch May 2001.

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions A

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Telephone: +44 (0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.net
WWW: http://www.surftec.net

Authorised
Installer
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Real planets
trangely one of the first CD image
sets from NASA follow a format not

followed by subsequent ones, these
are the Voyager ones chronicling the
flights to the outer planets.

Maybe it is because NASA were
new to this sort of thing, or perhaps
CDs were just too expensive in the
late eighties but this set features
compressed images. All other sets
have images in a flat bit map format,
that is there is an array of bytes
corresponding to pixels somewhere in
it.

As we have seen in past months
it's mainly a matter of teasing them
out. The Voyager series however,
have image files compressed, its
camera produced images of 800x800
pixels with 8 bits per pixel, this would
normally take up at least 625K per
image not counting any header. These
are squashed down to 224K, a ratio of
about 2.7 to 1.

True, by today's standards, that
compression is not great but you have
to realise that this is a lossless

compression we are talking about, so
that the unprocessed files will contain
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Mike Cook checks out more NASA

images in his final instalment

all of the original data, warts 'n' all.
Youcan get much higher compression
with lossy techniques like JPEG but
you don't get out what you put in
and there could be valuable data

buried in the noise that some day you
might be able to extract.

However, decompression can take
some time especially on the earlier
computers so every three CDs there is
a browse folder containing all the
images for those CDs in a reduced
200x200 format. Along with the
header these come in at only 64K
each.

Now these small files can be

processed with the tools I have
described so far, and there is some C
code on the Web site illustrating the
compression techniques along with
some documentation. However,
Gerald Osbourn has written a

Desktop application called ViewSatto
provide a drag-and-drop solution to
the problem.

What's more he even wrote it so

that it would accept palette files from
my utilities, and it contains its own
histogram manipulation tools. Also
the header contains useful

information about when the image



was taken and through what colour
filter, this is essential when trying to
reconstruct a composite colour image.

My favourite sub-set is volumes 6
to 8 which contain the Jupiter fly-bys
for both space craft. These are the best
images and contain lots of detail.
When you get onto the volumes of
Neptune and Uranus there are many
images that just look blank or blurred
and with the planets being so bland
there is really nothing to look at until
you get to the few images of Triton.

There is an index file on the discs

with a list of file path names in the
order they were taken. Many years
ago 1wrote a program that read the
index file and displayed the browser
version of these files one after the

other. It gave a real sense of a frail
spaceship hurtling its way past
planets. However, as this was not for
the Acorn platform so I can't share it
with you, but it's a project you might
consider doing.

The set has now been extended

beyond the initial 12 volumes of
selected images to include all the
images taken by the two craft.

Youcan get a sense of the space
craft moving by using the last
application in my image suite Movie.
Like most applications 1write its aims
are modest and it is designed to be
used with other applications. Put

Planetary images

simply it shows each sprite image, in
turn, from a sprite file.

You make the movie by using
Paint to create combined sprite files of
the individual images named
sequentially with numbers starting
001. The example on the CD was of
some tiny images gathered from a
European Space Agency CD of
selected metorsat images and shows
world weather developing over 16
days. My favourite sequence in the
Voyager set is only five frames long
and shows Jupiter's satellite lo
emerging from behind the shadow of
planet. You can also make them to
show the swellings of the cloud belts
on the planet itself.

That brings me onto the CDs
themselves, on the June CD was a
snapshot of the NASA Web site from
where you can order these discs.
However to these has been added

some information not available from

NASA, and that is an indication of
whether they will work on an Acorn
machine. You see these discs are all

ISO9660 standard and as such you
would expect them to work without
any trouble.

Sadly they won't, those lads at
Cambridge only implemented the
minimum ISO standard and the

normal Acorn system won't cope
with extended attributes. A year or so

after the Rise PC first came out I

initiated a heated debate between

Acorn and NASA as to what

constituted the standard. Neither side

backed down but more recent NASA

offerings haven't used them.
However there is a way to see

those disc sets that have been denied

us for so many years and that is to
use the CDFS from WSS. I contacted

WSS early in the development of this
product and did a bit of begging to
get extended attributes included, so
now I can view the Venus set on our

favourite machine.

Finally don't forget the non
imaging CD sets NASA has to offer,
of these my favourite has to be
Selected Astronomical Catalogues,
here you will find many text files
giving the position of stars and other
objects.

I once did a project to make a chart
of the night sky as seen by someone
with infra-red sensitive eyes, using
the IRAS point source catalogue. The
result was a very sparsely populated
sky apart from the dramatic swathe of
stars the compose the Milky Way.

But here you will also find
catalogues of galaxies, blue stars,
carbon stars and planetary nebula,
and perhaps the most intriguing a
catalogue of dark nebula. These are
opaque clouds of gas that block out
any stars behind them, the most
famous being the Horsehead nebula.

With these catalogues you can
make your own observing programs
or plot out specialised finder charts.
You could combine visible star

position with infra-red or X-ray
images. In fact with these tools you
can go on your own private
expedition to the limits of our
knowledge. These CDs and tools
aren't for those who want the guided
tour, but for those who want to dig a
little and see things before they were
polished up and sanitised. ^^^^

Happy boldly going. 'aB|*/
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competition

Yamaha 4416 SCSI CD Re-Writer

First prize is the excellent Yahama 4416 SCSI
CD Re-Writer drive, we have one to give
away to the lucky winner!

@f 4x Write Speed
@f 4x Re-Write Speed
«f 16xRead
S? Requires Acorn compatible SCSI card
S> Requires CDBurn or equivalent software
(^Internal drive, requires spare 5.25" bay

Epson GT-7000 SCSI Scanner
Second and Third prizes, the Epson GT-7000
SCSI scanner, we have one each for two lucky
readers!

@f 600 x1200dpi
8? 36-bit colour

($f maximum 9600dpi resolution
(^optional film adapter
(8? Requires Acorn Twain drivers
®f Requires Acorn compatible SCSI card

To enter the competition just answer the following question:
Which company manufactures the video camera on the cover of
this monthh's magazine? (a) Sony (b) JVC (c) Panasonic

Sponsored by:

SurftecVInternet Computer Solutions

http:yywww.surftec.nety

YES! I would like to be entered for this competition:

The company that manufactures the camera is: a b c (circle one option)

Name:

Address:

Post code Country

Tel: E-mail

I would also like an additional discount 8-issue subscription to Acorn User magazine:

UK £25 • Europe £30 • World £35 •
Card number | | | I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Expirydate /_

Your name as shown on card



Spice rack

Need some

cache?
Ben Levens explores the abilities of

the new ImageSoft packages

i
am sure many of you have
used Oregano in one form or
another, be it the demo version
of the wondrous multi

windowed full version. It's a good
Web browser, a little expensive, but
it's a necessary piece of software for
any sensible use of the Internet (not
taking sides, I use WebsterXL a lot as
well).

I'm not here to sing the praises of
Oregano, I believe the use of a
browser is nowadays simply a
matter of user preference. But it is
missing a vital part of the browser
puzzle: Cache.

A cache (in general) is a place for
storing frequently used objects. In
the case of processors they have a
cache which stores frequently used
instructions or memory locations. In
the case of Web browsers a cache

stores pages, images and anything
else that could be downloaded from

the Net and might be used again.
Storing Web files enables you to

re-visit a site a lot quicker than the
first time, as it will only fetch files
that have changed since the last time
you visited — in most cases this
saves you having to fetch the
graphics, which are the majority of
most pages.

Also, with graphics, most Web
sites repeat the same graphics on
different pages so once you've got
them in the cache building new
pages is quicker.

However, relative newcomer to
the RISC OS market, ImageSoft do
have a solution to the problem. In
fact they offer three solutions to the
problem, and I'll assess each one of
them in turn.

The different packages are: Cassia,
the basic cache; Nutmeg, a more
advanced cache; and ImagePrxy,
HTTP Proxy server (essentially a
multi-user cache), and they all come
in a rather unique form of
packaging.

Each package consists of a quite
weighty card, printed on both sides
with installation instructions and the

purpose of the software on the back;
with the software on a floppy disc
located in a little plastic wallet stuck
to the front. A very basic design, but
one that I feel is very practical and
functional —but certainly adequate.

Show me the money
Now, Cassia and Nutmeg are
basically the same piece of software,
indeed Nutmeg actually registers
itself with the Task Manager under

the name Cassia, and
I'll discuss these first.

To install either of

these you simply
place the floppy disc
in the drive, view the
contents and copy
them over the top of
your existing copy of
Oregano. This will
update Oregano's
!Run file to

automatically start
Cassia when Oregano
starts.

Once you have
done this you simply

"-,
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A streamlined Web site loads fast anyway

start (or restart) Oregano and
immediately the cache system is
running. You do need to set up
Oregano to use the cache afterwards,
which is simple enough to do, but I
feel it is only fair to point out that it
wouldn't have been hard for

ImageSoft to get this done
automatically as well.

Anyway, once Oregano is running
you simply bring up the iconbar
menu and click on Choices. You need

to tick the HTTP Proxy checkbox
and set the contents of the writable

icon to localhost:8080 (don't forget
to click save). All you need to do
now is browse away, happy in the
knowledge that you'll either spend
less time on line or access more sites.

I found the performance of the
cache system to be highly acceptable
and was happy visiting the new
Acorn User Web site as well as our

own, and a few daily sites, Dilbert.com
and the Web-based control panel for
our server. Having done this, it was
obviously only fair to start my
machine again re-visit these sites.

Now, both the Real Ingenuity and
Acorn User sites are highly
streamlined so access is quick
anyway, but I did still notice an

www.acornuser.com October 2001
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improvement when accessing them.
Dilbert.com has quite a few objects on
the home page and the difference in
speed for this was incredible —
almost like using a browser with a
built-in cache, odd that.

There are some extra benefits

when using these cache systems
(which can be used by any other
browser on your system, you just
need to set them up in roughly the
same way as Oregano), which would
certainly be of interest to parents.

You can set up a list of Web sites
to which access is permitted, a so-
called White List, or you can deny
access to various other sites,
configurable by URL, host name or
word content. This obviously
enables you to prevent access to
various "Adult" sites and quick test
blocking dilbert.com from being
accessed worked a treat. Instructions

to do this are included on the

packaging and you can change the
Deny settings while the cache is
running without the need to reset it.

That covers the extent to what

Cassia and Nutmeg can do, apologies
to ImageSoft if I've missed anything,
but now it's time to discuss the

difference between Cassia and

Nutmeg (aside from £10).
Nutmeg does everything that

Cassia does, with one extra feature:
You can save out visited sites. This

may not seem like an amazing thing
to do, but can be very handy when

§ne saver

Select the site (or site area) to be saved and then drag and

the directory icon to where you would like t exported.

] Ste/site area:

www.realinc.enuity.net
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trying to find something specific
that you know you have visited. Not
only can you save out a site, but you
can actually pick specific files to
save.

Both Cassia and Nutmeg will kick-
start R-Comp's DialUp if you are not
online and trying to access
something not in the cache, which is
always very handy.

Sharing your funds
As I said earlier, there are three
applications being reviewed here, all
of which act as file caches for Web

browsing. The final product in the
set is ImagePrxy. This is by far the
more important of the three
packages for a household with more
than one computer, as it enables
multiple computers to access one
Internet connection (sharing), while
maintaining just one copy of the
cache system.

Imagine, if you will, that you are
an IT administrator of a school, and
you need to prevent the school
children from accessing "adult"
material online, while also trying to
keep your bandwidth down (or at
least streamline it). You can do all
this using an HTTP Proxy Server,
which is what ImagePrxy is.

Setting up this software is also
really easy. You copy it over to your
computer's hard disc (preferably the
one with the Internet connection

software) and run it. Computers
utilising this machine's cache
simply need to set the HTTP
Proxy in their browser settings
to access the machine running
ImagePrxy using its IP address
(for example 192.168.254.1)
instead of localhost.

One of the important
features here is that ImagePrxy
will serve any machine

drop

^

connected to the network, providing
all the necessary filtering, regardless
of the type of machine accessing it.
It could be a Windows PC, a Mac, a
Linux machine, whatever you want.

How's your investment
All in all, I would say that the
software is very good, and the
option of three gives a perfect
choice. For the basic home user use

Cassia, just £10 all inclusive, and it
will save you time. If you want a bit
more, such as the ability to save
sites, you'll want Nutmeg, £20 all in.
If you are an education, business
user or someone running multiple
machines at home then ImagePrxy
will be the ideal way for you to use
just one connection to the Internet.

Don't forget that all three pieces
of software provide a means to filter
out sites, so can be used at home to
block porn, and at work (using
ImagePrxy) to block access to
(comedy) sites that may waste some
of your employees valuable time.

Are they value for money? This is
a good question. They are certainly a
reasonable price but with the next
version of Oregano imminent, which
is reputed to include a Cache
system, you may want to think
twice before purchasing Cassia or
Nutmeg.

But ImagePrxy is a little gold
mine. It costs a bit more, £39.99, but
if you have a network, ImagePrxy
will save you having to reload pages
again and again on the various
machines. Very handy. It even comes
with an unlimited user site licence,
so it immediately becomes ideal for
School or Business access, without
having to worry about 'per- ^^^^
seat' licensing costs. | a BI *J

Product details j
Product: Cassia

Price: £10

Product: Nutmeg
Price: £20

Product: ImagePrxy
Price: £39.99

Supplier: Image Software (UK) Ltd, 48
Hinchcliffe Pond, Poole,
Dorset BH13 4ED

Tel: (+44/0)1202 269720

Fax: (+44/0) 1202 685072

Web: wvvvv.imagesoft.co.uk
E-mail: sales@imngesoft.co.uk

V



Order

Primary site licence £199 + vat Secondary site licence £399 + vat

The

cool

way

to

surf

~^^^,^^ -^

The new RISC OS

web browser from

CASTLE

Download a FREE trial version from

www.castle.org.uk/oregano/

or call 01728 723200

efax 0800 783 9638

"'v.^Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
Mpodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK

email: sales@castle.org.uk www.castle.org.uk
E&OE



«ARM
»«. * Club
What are

you missing?
The best way to make the most ofyour RISC OS computer is to bein
contact with like-minded users - that's where The ARM Club, the leading
independent user group comes in. Join today!

* The Club's magazine, "Eureka", written
members is publisl
El

membership available;
WlteTkTheip in running the Club &shows

Membership still costs only £15; Joining pack includes a copy ofthe
magazine and the Club info pack. Cheques payable to "The ARM Club".

Applications should be sent to: The Membership Secretary, The ARM
Club, Merton Court, Sidcup, Kent. DAI4 OBR

Tel: 07010 709 849 Web: www.armclub.org.uk

Email: chairman@armclub.org.uk

Output to film or bromide from
Impression, Ovation, Artworks, Sibelius,
Draw, DrawPlus, Vector and virtually all Acorn
compatible software. Plus IBM PC and Macintosh
to Acorn conversion oroutput i.e. Xara, Quark etc.

Files accepted on nearly all types of removable drives, 3.5", 5.25" or
EZ Syquest, Syjef 1.3Gb, Iomega Zip or Jazz. Plus FaxPack, ArcFax or
Internet attached files. Files may be standard or compressed using Hard Dis
Companion, PackDir, Spark, ArcFS, Compression, Squash, Zip etc.

34 Linton Drive, Andover, Hampshire SP10 3TT
tel: 01264 339654 fax: 01264 339658 or repro@freeuk.com

writing,

editing and

(iyjtP Services offered kj

London's leading

Acorn-based*

pu6[isfiing user

Oriffid
I [' IENTERPRISES LIMITED
UJ I Editors and Publishers

Tel/Fax (020) 7488-4394 email: triffid@compuserve.com

We can show recent samples using Impression and other Acorn-
based software. We also work on the PC and Mac platforms, using
word-processing, DTPand other programs of customers' choice.

30 Spirit Quay
Wapping

London

E1W2UT



KRPC300 Update
y review last month of the
new Kinetic Rise PC 300

raised a number of

questions so this month I
interviewed Jack Lillingston of
Castle Technology and covered
territory both old and new

In the original article and based
on data given in the booklet
provided by Castle 1agreed that the
Kinetic does run at a blistering
300Mhz. However, I stated that this
was a combination of the 233Mhz

Rev T StrongARM processor and the
66Mhz SDRAM.

In actual fact owing to the
efficiency of the Intel chips, some
cooling via a heat sink, an onboard
fan (on the Kinetic board) and some
clever engineering the processor is
actually clocked at 300Mhz. Notice I
do say clocked and not over-clocked
as is common practice in PCs.

The processor has actually been
tested at over 40 degrees C ambient
temperature, above the capabilities
of the disc drives, and works like a
dream. I can assure you that at that
temperature you would be most
unlikely to be working on a
computer — even an Acorn.

Jack let slip in the course of the
interview the interesting snippet that
the Castle technical boys have
actually had a Kinetic running
reliably at 330Mhz. Given that Jack

M
Mike Tomkinson takes another look

does not normally just let things slip
I wonder what is next in line in

speed terms from Castle?
I bemoaned some of the software

which is still released on any Acorn
you currently buy. In particular the
grainy graphics of Shuttle launches,
raft trips and Lion fish. As I alluded
to in the original article it is a
question of licensing and to a certain
extent backwards compatibility.

Frankly I would be unhappy if I
were Castle having to put such poor
stuff on the hard disc and Jack agrees
but to change the licence agreement
would take time and cost money. I
agree that this would be better spend
on R&D so we can have nice fast

Kinetic Rise PCs. I suppose its a
question of deciding which battles
are worth fighting.

On the subject of software I
questioned the decision to only put a
demo of Oregano on the hard disc
and have users upgrade via a card
system.

Again, it comes down to licensing
and the fact that Oregon require all
users to register personally on the
Web site and include their address so

that they can be kept current on
updates.

I know that sending cards via
Postman Pat

seems a little

no customer resistance.

Jack tells me that Castle agonised
for a long time about the question of
including a DVD drive in the Kinetic.
The decision was based on earlier

experience where software was
developed that meant users were
forced to upgrade hardware to take
advantage of it. In part it was an
attempt at trying to future proof the
hardware which given its longevity
is not a bad thing.

I still think that it would be better

to drop this idea — I do not hear of
anyone developing software or
hardware to allow us to watch DVD

on an Acorn. I am not saying it will
never happen but do not hold your
breath.

This was my quibble that to
charge £5 extra for the feet to allow
the Kinetic to be used in tower mode

seemed a little churlish on a machine

costing the very thick edge of £1000.
Jack tells me that even Acorn
stopped supplying feet on single
slice machines about the time of the

Rise PC 700 launch.

The reason? Well it seems to come

down to stability — it seems too
many users were knocking their
beloved machines off their desktops
as they were inherently unstable in
the gravitational sense. Castle do
provide feet free with the 2nd slice
— £76.00 plus VAT.

It depends on how you want your
Kinetic — aesthetically it looks silly
on its side to me and makes far more

of a statement about your good taste
and common sense in desktop mode.

Finally the graph reproduced
from the Castle web site in my
original article was for the 'ordinary'
Kinetic Rise PC and not the Kinetic

Rise PC 300. On this page is the
graph showing the Kinetic 300
compared to other Acorns in terms of
MIPS.

Well let's hope that extra
information really gets everyone out
buying the fastest Rise PC on ^^^^
the market. QEZID
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old hat in the

days of e-
comms but it

provides
another way of
protecting the
investment in

new software

and we all

know how little

there is of that

these days in
the Acorn

market so good
luck to them.

Castle assures

me it works

well and with
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RISC Based Technologies CASTLE
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BLUE MOUNTAIN

LOCATION
11k- Blue Mountain Centre is lituated 5 minutes from Junction 10
of theM4 nmfunvu)' and.V) minutesformLondonllcodmiwAirport.
Itracknell Rail Station has a frequent service to ami from Wateiloi
Station and British Rail main line station at Reading is only 15
minutes away.

Fromthe M4.cxit at taction 1(1 andfollowIlk-AJNtM) tiaapottod ISr.kkn.-ll
'laic the firstcut left kiihe('i<fipial Hcech mundat-aiut. lafipaHlrj BtafltU B.lXiK.
Continue straightover llie next roundabout, through itx-tratfu li^It-.s to ihc nest

touiklatxait lain tH ^i*slevil and then f»r>J lett infciWood Lane.
the Centre h locatedai the end o( ihc laneon ihc rtyhi
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RiscSt

•

TLB

Sat 20th October 10.00 to 17.00 Sun 21 st October 10.00 to 16.00

Blue Mountain Centre, Wood Lane, Binfield, Berks RG42 4EX
(Close to M3,M4, Free shuttle bus from Reading station.)

Entrance £4 Advance, £5 at the Door Ticket valid for both days

ARM Club, SASAUG and ROUGOL members free on Sunday
Send Cheque payable to The ARM Club at:

RISCOS 2001
Merton Court
38 Knoll Road
Sidcup
DA14 4QU

Tel 07050 679262 Fax 07050 679263
For on-line ticket sales and more information, visit: www.riscos2001.com

advert by PHOTODESK



86 times faster than an A3000
57 times faster than an A4000

29 times faster than an A5000
14 times faster than an A7000+

11 times faster than a RiscPC 700

-»

•»*»* **•} h\ i-

The world's first 300MHz RISC OS computer
Available NOW from £935

(excluding vat and delivery)

The NEW Kinetic RiscPC 300 Edition
• Fastest production RISC OS computer • Fast SDRAM • RISC OS 4.04 on Flash ROM • FREE software

• Up to 16.7 million colours • Resolutions up to 1920 x 1440* • Proven robustness and reliability • Podule expansion system
Unique modular case design • 30Gb Hard Drive* • 2Mb VRAM • 52x CD-ROM Drive • CD-Rewriter* • CRT & LCD Monitors*

CASTLE

le Technology
Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk UK IP13 9LL

Tel: 01728 723 200 FreeFax: 0800 783 9638

Email: sales@castle.uk.co

* Optional upgrade. Speedcomparisons basedon published Mil's performance:
^



Endless fonts
Never use more than three

fonts in any one document.
Excellent advice. I've taught
this many times — and

almost as often I've been ignored.
Using many more than three fonts is
(almost) invariably a sign of a crass
amateur, although 1 have to admit
that there appear to be many such
amateurs around claiming, if not
earning, a professional wage.

Electronic Font Foundry (EFF)
produce an application that will
convert (nearly) any TrueType font,
like those used on PCs, into a RISC
OS font. The application is effTTT.

So why should you purchase an
application whose sole use is the
addition of even more fonts to your
system? Perhaps we'd better take a
closer look at our first proposition.

Certainly the true professional
designer will limit her use of fonts;
she will also ensure that the fonts

used are those best suited to the

audience. A font suited to a physics
text book will not be the same as one

used in a presentation book
discussing design ideas of the 1920s,
while both will differ substantially
from one used in a worksheet for

seven year old children. A magazine

John Cartmell sees what you can do to
increase your range of fonts

(like Acorn User) will assess its
audience and will use a font (or
limited range of fonts)
appropriately. Real humans,
like you and me, wear many
hats and need to have a wide

range of fonts available to suit
any of the myriad of audiences
that we regularly face.

Not only that but we also
find situations where we need a

font that we just don't have.
One such was my need for a
picture font of chess pieces to
illustrate my instructions for
the circular chess game that I
produced. Another type of font
that I constantly search for is
one that mimics the style of
writing that is taught in a particular
school; a hand-out that uses the
appropriate style is one step easier
for the kids to read — and ensures

they can concentrate on the subject in
hand.

Finally it's possible to break the
three fonts limit and still produce a

good design. Before you take
this as an all-purpose green

[__j light and just in case there are
any font pedants around, you
need to ask yourself this
question: "Can I really justify
this fourth font, or am I
behaving like a 13-year old
with a new toy?"

It's the need for that special,
one-off, font that gives effPIT
its reason for being. You can
always buy an excellent range
of fonts — from EFF itself,
APDL's iSV collection and so

on, or find a PD version from
the Harry Decker site (there's a
copy of the site on the Acorn
User CD9 from March 2000,
although the current site has
even more fonts available).

But no matter how extensive

I-.IXI effTrueType Translator !_
Font translating

TrueType file

Acorn encoding

Save in

Rise OS font name

Font info

Windows name

PostScript name

Copyright

Trademark

Number of glyphs

Transients.SoUware.2001/07/26.wil/Uf

Latin 1

S::Joe.$.!BOOT.Resources.!Fonts. *i

Agfa.Wile.Roman

Agfa Wile Roman

AgfaWileRoman

Bayer Corporation. All rights reserved

an is a trademark of Agfa Corporation.
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the range of your collection there
will always be one more that you
need. And although you may not be
able to find that font in a RISC OS

collection there is a fair chance you'll
be able to get it from a PC source.

Thai's where effTTT comes in.
Take a TrueType font and effTTT

will make a copy of it as a RISC OS
font. In seconds. Just like that. It
won't look as good as a well
produced, hand-crafted, RISC OS
font — on screen. On the printed
page I honestly can't tell the
difference.

One thing that you can be sure of
is that it will look better than its

original version on screen — but
that's Acorn's bit of magic rather
than any from EFF.

Problems?
There are some fonts that effTTT
simply wouldn't convert but this
seems to be a problem with the
original font rather than with the
application. In the end some fonts
simply weren't worth converting and
to be quite honest I could do without
any of the fonts I have produced
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using effTTT.
Whenever I used fonts from a

good source I had no problem
converting the font; for example the
Bitstream TrueType fonts on the disk
that came with my Canon printer all
converted with no difficulty. EFF
have included a block in the program
so that it won't convert fonts that are

specifically marked as 'not to be
converted'. In practice I only found
this restriction on one group of fonts
that were also marked as 'freely
copiable'; perhaps the designer had
included the restriction in error?

The application comes on a single
disk together with an on-screen
manual that also includes

instructions for two other EFF

products, the Type I PostScript
Translator and FontTable but those

applications have to be purchased
separately.

The operation of the program is
straightforward — find the TrueType
font, drag it onto the effTTT window,
make a small number of choices and

click on a panel for the RISC OS font
to be produced and saved in your
font directory. It is all fully explained
and the only likely problem seems to
be in naming the new font and
deciding where to save it.

Perhaps the most likely problem
might be if you are converting a
family of fonts — for example,

r.x EFF On-line Manual

On-line Manual for:

normal, bold, italic and bold
italic versions. As Truetype
fonts these will be four separate
files but you will want them
saving as RISC OS fonts in a
single directory and you ensure
this is done correctly by getting
your naming procedure correct.

When you load the TrueType
font a suggested RISCOS name
will be produced and you will
almost certainly have to alter
this for best results. A font may
be called Fred.Flintstone.BV. As

the dots indicate a directory level
this will almost certainly cause
problems with some applications
using the font and the name needs to
be simplified, to just Fred.

The italic version would then be

Fred.Italic, the bold version
Fred.Bold and the bold and italic

version Fred.Bold.Italic — named in

this way all members of the Fred
family would reside in a directory
called Fred just like other,
professionally produced fonts.

The other tricky bit is where the
fonts are to be saved. Although RISC
OS expects fonts to reside in a single
'.Fonts directory many of us have
fonts hidden in additional places (for
good or bad reasons) or use a
specialist program that stores fonts
and turns them on or off as required.
I use EasyFont Pro from APDL.

The efflTT application
knows about all your font
directories that have been

initialised when the machine

booted up and allows you to
save your new font in any of
those areas. For safety sake I
saved the new fonts into the

!BOOT.Resources.!Fonts

directory rather than directly
into the EasyFont Prodirectory.
Those fonts I decided to keep
were transferred later using the
standard EasyFont Pro loading
system and the rest deleted.

The TrueType Translator
~_\ picks up many pieces of

_/ information from the original
font including its Windows and
PostScript names. The latter is
particularly useful to note in
determining the name you give

TrueType font Translator fl /A
Subject:

Brief History of TrueType fl/
Ihis was a rather cumbersome procedure and it was
thought that the new format should address this
problem. (Acorn was in fact the first to produce hinted
font technology with bitmap fonts made "on the fly")
Unfortunately. Macintosh computers did not have
powerful Rise processors at the time and the tests
showed that making bitmap fonts made "on the fly"
while keeping outlines as tkvier curves (as used in Rise
OSand PostScript fonts) was a very slow process- to
overcome this they decided to use a simpler method of
keepingoutlines as second order splines (in layman
language, usingbits of circles and ellipses for outlines).

Search for: )
Display font: |
Save options

Vain.SemiSans

Font size: 12
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TrueType font Translator SB/ai
Subject:

Introduction fl ^

Ihe lelflll (Irue lype Iranslator) application can be
used to:

• view samples of Iruclype fonts

• view whole font tables of Iruelype fonts

• translate Iruelype fonts into RiseOS format

Ihis application is quite simple (even though the
IrucFypcfont format is not) - you can drop a Iruelype
font file on the application window or on its icon and
the results are immediate.

In general:

E

Search for:

Display font: |
Save options

Vain.SemiSans

Font size: 12

f±\

to your RISC OS version and in
vising it to copy styles used
elsewhere. It also indicates the

number of glyphs in the font (and
the number of empty glyphs). As a
rough estimate you can use glyph to
be synonymous with character but
some characters such as the

copyright symbol may contain 2
glyphs.

The program lets you see the set
of characters or a sample sentence
and producing the font is a simple
click. Dead easy. However choosing
good fonts is far, far harder.

Is it worth the cost? It costs £47.59

with VAT and post and that's not
cheap but neither are good fonts. If
you can obtain the fonts you need as
a TrueType font effTTT may be your
answer. It may be worth considering
buying the Type 1 converter (for
£35.84) if you can obtain a Type 1
version of the font.

Don't buy the program simply to
get a basic set of good fonts without
checking the EFF and APDL's iSV
font CDs first and search the Harry
Decker site (or Acorn User CD9) for
PD fonts. Don't assume that the

standard Windows TrueType fonts
are good. Some are poorly designed
copies of traditional fonts. Is it
worth the cost7 You decide. USD

Product details

Product: effTTT

Price: £47.59 inc. VAT and p&p
Supplier: EFF, 11 Silwood Road, Ascot,

SL5 OPY

Tel: (+44/0)1344 875 201
Fax: (+44/0) 1344 875 202
E-mail: fonts@eff.co.tik

Web: www.eff.co.uk
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All font samples, Price List, available alphabets and Keyboard Drivers are on our web site

effT) ^
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Jjpography

\ To order a copyplease contact us or return the coupon

Order Form EFF 2 Professional Typography CD

Name

Customer number (it known)

Address

Postcode

I'd like an upgrade (EFF 1CD enclosed)/or a full copy.

I requirea private user licenceand wish to pay: by card

exp. date I

Signature

or by cheque / P.O. (enclosed)

Date

EFF2. Professional Typography CD

• 805 highest quality typefaces for Rise OS and Windows
computers - theprofessional solution to cross-platform
compatibility

• All fonts supplied in four formats: Rise OS 3, Rise OS
Publisher, WindowsTrueType and Windows PostScript

• Fonts grouped into traditional typographic categories:
Old Style, Transitional, Modern, SlabSerif, Flare Serif,
Sans Serif, Monospaced, Script, Blackletter, Display and
Designer plus five bonus Pi fonts x~>

• All Fonts supplied in full Latin 1set including C \2j
• All fonts fully hand-hinted, with complete links and

skeletons to ensure highest quality results on all media

• A source of information about typography, type history,
fonts, alphabets and languages

EFF 2 Professional Typography CD costs as follows:

EFF1 CD upgrade£49+p&p+vat (£59.34 UK incl.)

EFF 2 CD full copy £99+p&p+vat (£118.09 UK incl.)

All prices arefor single private user licence. Please contact
us for educational and business licence prices.

PO Box 199

Preston

PR1 9SS

Tel: 01772 496659

Fax: 07971 434612

Also available:

• individual fonts horn our

type libraryof over 1.300
typefaces forover 60
languages for Rise OS,
Windows or Mac

• specialist and custom
made fonts

• EFFTrueType Translator
(Windows font convener)

• EFF Type 1 Translator
(PostScript - Windows
and Mac - font convener)

• EFF Font Table (an

application for producing
customised font tables)

•EFF 1 CD (best selling
500 professional RiseOS
fonts)

If you would like further
information on any of our
products, or haveany
questions, please contact us
or visit our web site:

www.eff.co.uk
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RISC OS

Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
Things have been a bit quiet on

the problems front with a
sudden drop in my mail bag
over the last few months. This

means you are all getting smarter so
why not share some of those hints and
tips that made your life easier.
Remember this is your page and I
welcome feedback and discussion.

Anyway let's kick off with a bit of
feedback from a few miles up the road
from where I live comes Alan Metcalfe
in Accrington, he writes:

'In reply to Jim Smyth's
[question aboutconverting
'Corel Draw files to Acorn

Draw format. The latest version of

Xarn now Xara Xand formally
CorelXarn from those nice people in
the manor house in Hemel

Hempstead, will do the job.
Sadly it's a PC program but if you

want to put Jim in touch with me we
could arrange for him to send me his
CDs and I could convert them for

him and send him Acorn Draw

versions back to him on a couple of
new CD's."

A very generous offer there you
could end up with a right little earner
if there is demand for this service.

Graham Stewart is a newcomer to the

magazine, it<squite some time since
we had one of those, he wants to get
to grip using the serial port, he writes:

'I was wondering if you have
written any articles in Acorn
User magazine on the basic

use of the serial device port and
sending any AT commands in BASIC
for example simply sending
telephone number down to the
modem. I would very much
appreciate you assistance in getting a

October 2001 www.acornuser.com

better understanding of how to
communicate with a serial device.

"I understand that you did an
article in April 2001 and made
references to previous Acorn User
magazines December 98 and
February and March 1997.1 have
recently been buying the magazine
and I have not got any of the
previous years. I would appreciate
you assistance in this matter. Is it
possible to get CD versions of
previous years for quick
referencing?"

As you say I have covered this
many times in the past, what

Iyou really need is the
Programmers Reference Manual
which is available on CD from

RISCOS Ltd (check their advert in this
issue) so there is really no excuse. But
just for you here are some simple
BASIC fragments to get you going.

10 REM Serial I/O Handshaking test
20 REM Initialise Serial Port

30 SYS"OS_SerialCp",0,&04,&FF00 :REM
Handshake setup

40 SYS"OS_SerialOp",l,0 :REM 8 data 1 Stop
no Parity
50 SYS"OS_SerialOp",5,8 :REM RX baud rate to

19,200 Baud

60 SYS"OS_SerialOp",6,8 :REM TX baud rate to
19,200 Baud

70 SYS"OS_Byte",2,2 :REM enable serial

buffer

80

90 REM put the byte to send to the serial

buffer into A%

100 SYS"0S_Serial0p",3,A% :REM Send a byte
110

120 REM Get a byte from the buffer

130 REPEAT

140 SYS"OS_SerialOp",4,256 TO ,B% ;C*

150 C%=C% AND &2

160 UNTIL C%=0

170 REM B% now has a byte from the buffer

John Greenwood from Loughborough,
or as he puts it "in the middle of
England" wants to do some
instrumentation in a high level
language:

"You may remember a bit
over a year ago I asked a
question about data logging

and LabViezv. Since then I have got a
National Instruments board and

LabView and a PC to run it on. NI

seem to have a policy of making
their stuff interchangeable between
several platforms using PCI slots.

"Would the Omega provide the
necessary hardware? I gather that a
lot of NI boards/software/PC

combinations end up as stand-alone
single-purpose instruments. In many
cases they would be more efficient
with an ARM-based solutions, for
example battery powered. Do you
think it would be worth suggesting
this to NI? They would have to port
LabView to RISC OS, are there any
deficiencies that would make this

difficult?"

For those who don't know

Lab View is an icon-based

instrument programming
language. That means instead of
writing lines of code to gel a program
to work you drag icons of functions
around the screen and link them up.

While it may sound easy it still
doesn't remove the need to think. It

first appeared as a Macintosh-only
application in the late 80s and cost a
whopping £1,500 a time, far more
expensive than the computer it was
running on.

Since then it has dropped in price,
migrated to the PC as well as Mac,
acquired colours and has a large set of
hardware interface boards. I used to

use it with my students in the 90's,
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linking up some old Body Build
projectslike the 4-digit DVM through
the serial port adaptor to make data
logging instruments.

If you would like a low cost taster
the book "LabVIEW Student Edition

User Guide" by Lisa K. Wells (Prentice
Hall ISBN 0-13-210683-3) contains a
limited version. If you are a student
it's cheaper and what's more it works
on a PC card on the Rise PC.

Now the interface cards come in

various guises but PCI is the most
popular, they not the cheapest things
in the world though. There is only one
thing stopping you using it in an RISC
OS-based PCl-equipped computer
and that's the software.

There are no deficiencies as such to

make the porting of LabView difficult,
indeed it should be a much simpler
task than it was porting from the Mac
to the PC. However, due to the fact
that is is a very specialist application
and the limited size of the RISC OS

market 1doubt if this would be of any
commercial interest to National

Instruments. Can you see many
people in this market being prepared
to pay just undera grand for
software?

Next Dougal Lythgoe is worried about
the Tower of Babel effect:

"Contacting developers for
last month's News column in

Acorn User I was struck for

the first time by the possible
consequences of proliferating
different RISC OS machines. It's a

problem that seems likely to increase
and we'd better tackle it head on.

"What bothers me is that although
I know the RiscStation is different

from the A7000+ machines (and the

later Castle variations) and from Rise

!•>

LabView probably not coining
toa RISC OS windownearyou

PCs (in various

guises) I'm not sure
that I appreciate all
the differences.

"I know and

understand the

major differences
between a Rise PC

and an A7000+ but

I'm getting out of
my depth about
some of the other

differences. Can

you help reduce
my ignorance?"

Not a very specificquestion
this, you know the major
differences but what are the

others? Basically all these machines
are essentially the same with only
minor variations being played out,
this is because of the operating
system.

One of the problems with making
Acorn clones is that as the operating
system is fixed in ROM the hardware
has to look the same in all

implementations. This ties
manufacturers to using the same chip
set and so most machines tend to look

the same.

One way out of this is the approach
that MicroDigital have taken, that is to
make a hardware layer that interfaces
between what the software expects
and what hardware you want. The
software option would be to modify
the kernel, that's the software module
that actually does things with the
hardware.

However as only RISCOS Ltd have
that source code it is not available to

independent developers. So at the
moment there is little danger in
getting any great differences between
the machines. This ensures

compatibility but makes life rather
dull.

Jenny Cuttle has been going through
her archives:

'I've been wary about
delving into old copies of
Acorn User to experiment

with some of Mike Cook's excellent

hardware projects because I haven't
wanted to risk accidents with my
Rise PC.

"Now that older RISC OS

machines are available at very low

cost I'm looking at buying one just
for project work. Which of the
various old machines are likely to be

best for project work, and
why?"
Most projects use the printer

port which is fitted on all machines.
However some used the serial port
which was optional on the A3000,so I
would avoid those projects if it has
not been fitted.

Finally the I2C interface was use on
several projects and as the two wires
for this can be tapped off the podule
interface get a machine with a free
podule slot. You can extract the
signals off any podule card but it is
best to have a free socket so you don't
have to modify too many bits of kit.

Finally our very own news editor,
John Cartmell, has a keyboard

expansion question:
"I believe it's possible to
reconfigure the keyboard and

I'd like to make use of the extra keys
on an IBM keyboard that I'm using
(with a Rise PC). What's the easiest

way of using the extra keys and can I
get the extra functions to work from
Boot? Alternatively can I use
MenuBar (Graham Crow's) program
to introduce or change the functions
that I've allocated?"

I am a bit puzzled about this
because the keyboard used on
a Rise PC is an IBMkeyboard

and all the keys can be used. There are
many ways to do this but perhaps the
simplest is to use the event structure.

Event 11 is the key up/down event
and this provides the raw code from
the keyboard. Youcan then use this in
a look-tip table to replace the key code
just put into the buffer. You will have
to use the buffer insert vector to

ensure you don't place the default
character in but your remapped one.

Another method would be to tap
into the International module and

invent your own country. This
essential performs the mapping
between keys and codes. However
this is more complicated, see
the PRM for details.

Contacting AU J
Mike Cook:

rambles@acomuser.com J
www.acornuser.com October 2001
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Why use lazy old
FAT clients, when

you can have
fast and efficient

THIN clients?
Management
Control is centralised in a TotalBoot NC installation,
making it easy to manage and providing a secure,
tamper-proof environment. Because all software and
configurations are controlled by the central TotalBoot
server, the NCdoes not allow pupils to alter
application settings and viruses cannot be introduced.
Central management also saves time as the ICT co
ordinator will no longer have to move from machine to
machine, solving individual problems. Furthermore,
when the server is upgraded, all stations are instantly
upgraded.

Access
TotalBootNCinstallations provide Internet access and
e-mail for all stations - the communications tools

needed to plug into the National Grid for Learning. A
wealth of curriculum material providesa powerful
intranet learning resource. In addition, TotalBoot NC
installations come with Interchangewhich providesa
curriculum index link to the World WideWeb, ensuring
pupils have access to stable, educationallymoderated
and relevant sites.

Cost Effective
Asall files and applications are managed centrally, NCs
do not require hard discs, floppydrives or CD-ROM
drives on each terminal. This gives dramatic savings on
unit costs. Expensive NTservers are not obligatory.

Because NCs have no moving parts, there is little that
can go wrong. With PCs, most technical support
requirements stem from changing user settings.
Because this does not apply to NCstechnical support is
dramatically reduced. As a result, there are savings on
repair bills and on costs associated with downtime and
disruptions to teaching schedules.

Applications
Along with curriculumcontent and communications
applications, TotalBoot NC installations can run
Windows™ and Acorn RISC OSapplications, providing
access to a range of industry standard and education
specificsoftware titles.

All NC TotalBoot installations come with NC Works -
an integrated productivitysuite including word
processor, spreadsheet, database, graphing tool,
drawing tool, painting package and JavaScript Web
browser. Our NCs provide access to all the core ICT
tools in an easy-to-use environment.

Integration
TotalBoot NCs can be integrated into an existingICT
infrastructure protecting the school's investment and
extending the lifespan of resources. Old PCs, including
386s and 486s, can be used as thin-clients, giving a
new lease of life to legacysystems.

NCs can be connected to networks of different

platforms, run the sameapplications as existing
desktop PCs and integrate seamlessly with established
standards.

H
NC

E

Precedence
T.&.C.W.N DUO Cj.!.&.£»

NC Base
• ARM 7500FE NC

TotalBoot NT/NetManager ready
• 16MB Memory

• Keyboard and Logitech Mouse
• Network Cable

289.00

NC15
//

• As above plus...
• 15" SVGA Monitor

Headphones and 2-way Splitter
• Mouse Mat

370.00

NC17
//

As above but with...
•17" SVGA Monitor

410.00

NC 15" TFT
^'tlx Multimedia

*S* • As above butwith...
r"^15" TFT LCD Screen, with inbuilt

speakers, so no headphones needed!

570
Topcat / Zip / CompactFlash / ICA / Custom
versions available, prices on application.

Precedence

Precedence
T.&.C.H.N.O.L.D.D.I.&.Ed

Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: +44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

Southern Area Sales

Surftec?JInternet Computer Solutions

Address: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Prices exclude VATand carriage. E&OE
© Precedence Techologies Ltd, 2001
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Presentation

boxes
Want to present ideas, proposals, books, homework? Here's

a new application which Pam Turnbull gives a whirl
There was a time when

presentation software was
restricted to business

proposals and training
courses. This type of software is not
new to the RISC OS market but there

hasn't been a huge market with
applications limited to uses such as a
slideshow of images, statistics or
information.

However, with the growing
prevalence of interactive
whiteboards in schools 'presentation'
can be another word for 'lesson' as

teachers use the technology as
another teaching tool. It can also be
used by students to deliver the
information they have discovered in
a different medium, thus
experiments, research or books can
be presented to an audience crossing
curriculum areas and enhancing
skills.

Added to this there are more job

interviews where a panel will
require a presentation. This can be a
little difficult if you don't know what
computer system they want this
delivered on but Textease being
available for, and TE files compatible
across, PC and Apple Mac as well as
RISC OS could be the answer to a

tricky problem.
But is Presenter more than just

another slideshow program?

Down to business
I was warned that the copy of
Presenter which arrived on my
doorstep was not quite finished so I
was prepared for some problems, yet
the program was very
straightforward to install from CD-
ROM. Loaded on to the iconbar in

the normal way this opens to
provide what to all intents and
purposes a Textease screen.

What gives you a small clue that

something extra is going on are the
new icons on the left. Closer

inspection allows you to run your
show, display a storyboard, as well
as moving to the next and previous
slides. More obvious still is when

you open a new file a Word bank of
prepared backdrops pops up.

These backdrops are categorised:
photo, school, stationery, strong,
subtle and themed. These provide
some great ideas for starting off with
which can be used as they are or
edited. Simply choose one and your
Textease page takes that image as its
background and makes it a standard
for the rest of the presentation.

Boxes have been incorporated into
the design with prompts to be
replaced by your text or images
acquired from discs or via the Picture
Bank. When finished click the next

slide icon and another page with
your chosen backdrop already in
place pops up. Carry on until you've
finished and then click on the

storyboard icon.
You'll then be shown thumbnail

images of all your pages with grey
arrows showing the flow. You can
swop the order of these very simply.
Just select the slide to be moved and
place the pointer over the selected
slide so that it becomes a hand. Click

and move. The new position is
shown on the story board by a thick
red line. Release the mouse button

and the slide drops into place.
Delete a slide by selecting and

pressing delete - all quite obvious
really. Insert a slide pressing the
Insert key, or change your chosen
backdrop by dragging a new one
over from the Bank. Satisfied then all
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you need to do is click on the Run
Show icon moving through the
slides using the mouse, or the space
bar or the arrows on the keyboard.

Neat, quick and particularly easy
to use for existing Textease users. But
is this alone worth £39? Looking for
more value for money I dug a little
deeper.

Getting under the skin
Having created a simple slideshow
incredibly quickly I decided it was
time to look at the online manual -

printable and created in Presenter of
course.

Here I realised that 1 could start

with the Storyboard and then
double-click on chosen backgrounds
to place text and graphics. But I

found my initial route more
intuitive.

Exploring further 1discovered
Settings within the Presenter menu.
Fade Click as you'd expect allows a
choice of fades from none through
rotating squares, pushes, lifts, turns
and wipes. Make your choice and
click on the Run Shoxo button to see

the fade as you click forward and
backwards through the slides.

You can add a voice or effects or

choose a pre-recorded sound to be
played each time the slide is shown.
With control over volume and

looping. My early version didn't
provide sound effects but hopefully
the final version will.

The most fun is to be had from

the bullets. As you type lines of text

on to an empty slide during the
initial design process you'll find that
each time you hit return a new bullet
point is created with the text
automatically wrapping down to
align correctly. Using animated
bullet points you can have these
pearls of wisdom appear one by one
as the show proceeds. The bullets
can appear in a variety of different
animations and can be set for

individual slides or for the whole

show.

By default, the bullets are set for
Fade dissoPoe which means that the

slide appears with only the title
displayed. Each time you click the
mouse, or hit the space bar or the
arrow on the keyboard, a bullet
point will fade in and appear on the
display. Once the last bullet is
displayed, the next click will display
the following slide.

For the nervous presenter, 1was
relieved to read that you can see a
very faint outline of the next bullet
before it appears so you will know
when there are more bullets left for a

particular slide.
You can alter bullets or opt to

have none at all. This is achieved

from the Text effect window via the

Spacing tab. Set by default to No
bullets, if you click on the arrow at
the end of the bullet box you can
select the type of bullet. The bullets
can be further edited to suit your
needs by selecting Edit Bullets from
the list in the bullet box which will

bring up the Bullet styles window, as

Using Textease standards
To make a simple presentation look stylish and individual
you need to think about adding graphics, changing shapes
and tweaking lines. The best starting point is to lake a
prepared backdrop and then select a box and click on the
Effects button.

The graphics effect window will be opened just as with
any Textease document. Here effects can be removed, drop
shadows put behind a line, picture or shape. You can
further enhance this shadow by dragging is position or
changing its colour or even another shadow.

Alternatively you can pop a frame around any graphic
object and this will let you create a double frame effect on
rectangles, for instance. In turn this frame can have its
thickness, colour and position set. I've used packages in
the past where this can get very complicated and
confusing but Textease by ensuring that the frame mimics
changes in size and position that are made to its parent

avoids this. Further options let you alter lines by style,
colour or putting arrows on the ends of lines.

You can add your own images - clip art or photographs
- which will then sit upon the backdrops. This can be done
via the Picture Bank button or dragged from disc.
Photograph type images may be cropped so that only part
of the picture is seen. Just select the picture, place the
cursor on any side of the selection box. The cursor will
change to the cropping arrow as shown. Hold down the
left mouse button and drag the arrow inwards in order
that the picture becomes becomes cropped. Dragging out
will restore the image.

As you can see all the Textease tools are available for
your Presentation. Text can similarlv be changed via the
Bold and Italic buttons or via the Effects button if you want
to change font, size, alignment and so on. The presentation
page retains the Textease premise that each page is a piece
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shown. 1 had limited success with

this and this is an area which does

need to be worked on.

Another useful facility is Display
Time. Simply instead of clicking to
move through a show, you have a
timed exposure for each slide, with
the option of looping the
presentation only ending by pressing
Escape or F5. A further useful option
is the one where slides can appear in
a random order - just check the box!

Less self-explanatory is the Mouse
edits slidebutton. But if you wish to
use the mouse during a presentation
to edit the show as it is run, click in
this box. You will then have to use

the space bar or arrow keys on the
keyboard to move through the
slides. Useful for interactive shows

(see below).
So far I had applied the settings to

the whole slideshow, but I was glad
to see that 1 could set fades and so

on for each individual slide. This is

down via the Storyboard screen.
Clicking on those grey flow arrows
allows you to access the settings
window for that particular slide.

Youcan set the same settings for a
group of slides too by selecting them
and then accessing the Settings
window.

Do it yourself
Having explored the prepared
offerings I felt like trying my hand at
making my own. Now you can
always take a prepared one and
change the elements you see there or

Good looking

create a completely new one. The
starting point is the Edit Backdrop
option from the Presenter menu.
You're then presented with a blank
backdrop window.

Clicking on the eye/Looks button
and choose the Background tag will
let you choose a paper colour. You
may also tile any object here.

To have a consistency of design I
wanted the same size and position of
text and images. So having set up
the background colour I pressed F7.
This changed the cursor into a cross
and allowed me to create text boxes.

This frame is in place on each new
slide as a guide. Frames are visible
on the storyboard but not in the final
show. However, when you drop a
picture into a frame,
it is supposed to
expand to fit the
frame, this was not
working in my
version

unfortunately.
Having the

template created
you can now begin
to add text,
shadows, images,
sound and video

using the normal
Textease tools as

well as importing
databases and

spreadsheet
information. When

you want your next
slide simply click

cj«nmi

on the next slide icon the tiled

background will be waiting for you
to work on.

When finished you can save your
presentation as a presenter file,
presenter template, drawfile, text, or
HTML. All much simpler that I
expected.

Using what's there
Working through the program with a
small test group, some complained
that the thumbnails were just too
small. Talking about this we
stumbled on the fact that you can
resize these by simply dragging out
the sizing arrows. The other
thumbnails follow suit, but you do
have less thumbnails on screen at
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of paper so you can grab hold of images, shadows, images,
lines and text and drag anywhere you want. Or for finer
control selected text may also be moved fractionally with
the arrow keys, or faster by holding down Control while
using the arrow keys.

One of my favourite aspects is that text and images can
be put on their side. Rotation automatically turns in steps
of 15 degrees while for more precise you rotate in single
degrees, by pressing Control while dragging the tag. And
remember even when an object is rotated, it can still be
sized and effects applied to it.

Text can be resized directly by highlighting a text box
and pulling out or pushing in the corner. This gives you a
more aesthetic edit that changing the font size via the
Effects button. Either way you'll probably have to change
the text wrap by moving the cursor to the left or right of
the selection box until the word wrap cursor appears.
Hold down Select and drag until your happy with the
look. A point worth remembering is that if you hold down
the Control key while dragging the text height and width

can be stretched.

Colour is very important when creating a presentation
and Textease has always allowed you to change colour very
simply. But you can experiment easily with graded shades
using the same text effect tools. Place the caret to the left of
the text that is to be shaded then choose a colour. All the

letters to the right will change colour.
Next move the caret to the left of the last letter and

choose another colour, now select all the text and press
Control+G. The letters between the two chosen colours
will be evenly graded in colour. Shape colours can also be
graded in this way too. You can also use this with a group
of shapes, the trick here is to select them in order of
grading.

Text and images don't have to sit in the boxes provided
by the backdrops. You can add lines, rectangles, ellipses
and polygons by clicking on the button bar. For rectangles
and ellipses click on the work area to place the first
position, move the pointer and click when the second
position is found.
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once having to scroll down to see
them all. But one of my favourite
tools in this surprising package is the
Active mark up. This is used during a
presentation to draw on the slides to
emphasise a point, for instance. To
access this facility right-hand click
with the mouse and select the Pen

and then a colour. Now draw on the

screen, cease by right-hand click
once more.These markings will not
be saved though.

If you want to edit a slide during
a presentation, for example to add
answers to sums shown on the

screen, click the Mouse edits slide
option on the settings window. You
can use this in conjunction with the
active mark up pen and these
additions can be saved.

To give you more control during
an actual presentation, you have the
facility to skip to a later slide to
explain a particular point or give a
greater challenge. This is done using
the Link feature. Not in operation in
my early version. In theory, all you
have to do is pop an object (text or
graphic) on the slide which in
essence will become a button.

Select this and click on the Links

button on the button bar to bring up
the Links window. Select Tag and
click on the arrow at the end of the

Go to slide box. This will list all of

the slides in the presentation. Choose

the slide that the button should jump
to. Simple and a nice point is that if
you reorder slides after selling links,
the buttons will still apply to the
same slides, even if they are no
longer in the same place in the show!

You can print the whole show or
just the current slide and advanced
printing allows you to print out
Speaker Notes too. These can be
added to each slide under the slide

area, so you can see them on the
editing screens but they are invisible
during the actual presentation. There
are a range of printing options
including the chance to see your
presentation as a pamphlet.

Is it worth the money?
The more I used Presenter, the more I
liked it and was impressed by the
tools it incorporated such as the
ActivePenand Speaker Notes options.
This is a powerful package but a
logical extension to the facilities
which come as standard in Textease.

The online tutorial is useful to

reveal some of the powerful tricks
and techniques. But this is not to say
that I haven't got a few niggles
which hopefully will be put right in
the final version or be on a wish list

for the next version.

For instance, I would like to be
able to have different backgrounds
within the same slideshow, but it

appears that you must have the
same background for all the slides
although you can change
background at any time during the
editing process.

The bottom line has to be whether

I would use it and what for. The

answer is a simple yes as 1can see
myself using if for my own
professional development as well as
encouraging children to create their
own shows and stories.

It fits well into the Textease stable

and can be used for a range of
applications and will appeal to a
range of users especially with the
facility - just like Texlease - to change
the look and range of icons
depending on how you set up the
program from the iconbar options as
an infant, junior, senior, advanced or
Textease Primary user. i^ji»i

Product details

Product: Textease Presenter

Ages: 7+

Price: £39

Supplier: Softease, Market Place,

(Ashbourne, Derbyshire
'DE6 1ES

Tel: (+44/0) 1335 343421
Fax: (+44/0) 1335 343422
Web: www.textease.com

E-mail: sales@softease.co.uk -J

Lines will snap to vertical or horizontal when you are
within a few degrees of the vertical or horizontal. A
rectangle may be snapped to a square and an ellipse to a
circle, by holding down Control while dragging. Ifyou
change your mind before the object is completed, press
Escape.

If you want the square or circle to hold its aspect ratio
when you size it again, hold the Control key when sizing
or set the shape to having a strong aspect which can be
achieved if you enter the Other menu in the Object
window.

Polygons are a little more complicated as you move and
click where you want a vertex. You can leave the shape
open if you prefer. You can further enhance this by
selecting and then moving each point as in a drawing
package. You can also curve the sides. Alternatively use
this tool to make curved lines. If this seems too time

consuming you'll be happy to know that there are pre
drawn polygons provided which can be sized in the same
way as any object. Or why not flip or invert it? The choice
is yours.

Rather than just have boxes of text and boxes of
graphics why not run text around the pictures? Text can be
repelled by any object. In the first place your object must
be overlaying the text.Select the text and press F2and the
text will be repelled around one or more than one objects.

the amount of repel can be increased by selecting the
lext and pressing + on the keyboard or press - to reduce
the gap. Why not experiment with text repelling text -
they don't even have to overlap in the first place. But as
well as layout and look Textease also provides some of the
more advanced word processing facilities such as control
over spacing, column wrap, indent tabs, margins and so
on.

One of the more interesting aspects of Textease -
especially for younger users - is the speech. Volume and
speed of speech as well as the voice itself are controlled via
the Text effect window allowing you to create a
conversation altering the colour of the text as the words
are said. All of these elements can be used within Presenter

leading to innovate and interesting shows.
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Contact Gaynor of Clic at Glyn Cottage, Nant Y Garth, Y Felinheli,
Gwynedd. LL56 4QB. Tel: 01248 671093 e-mail gaynor@clicsoJt.co.uk.

Wardlaw Surveys
Your RISC OS dealer in the Far North

Civil Engineering and Computer Services
International suppliers of computer equipment
and software

Dealers for the whole range of RiscStation
computers.

• Our flagship product, Digital Area Analysis, has
been included free-of-charge with RISC OS 4.

- Bundled with Foundation CD #2, this fully func
tional package is yet another good reason to
upgrade to the new operating system.

Don't have an unpleasant surprise!
An uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is invaluable
protection againts powercuts and lightning strikes.
Wardlaw Surveys can help you select the right UPS
for your needs. Prices start under £100 (inc VAT).

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk
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EX1 EASE versions of the popular Science series!

(also available as My World packs)

STRONG CURRICULAR CONTENT:

CHILD FRIENDLY DO AND LEARN PRINCIPLE:

SUITABLE FOR MAIN STREAM AND SPECIAL NEEDS:

AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH AND WELSH :

A MUST FOR BUSY TEACHERS:

Visit our website at www.clicsoft.co.uk for more details.
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The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

dy know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover CDs

available.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

now!

back
. issue;

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.
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Talk-back
In the August issue of Acorn User
there were a number of articles

which contained references to

RISCOS Ltd and its products and
plans for the future. This month we
have an article from Paul on the

plans for RISCOS Ltd plus a letter
from him on those areas where he

felt there had been errors.

On the subject of programmable
ROMs, RISC OS has been released
in three formats since RISC OS 3.7

First there was the Masked ROM

which are pre-programmed at a
factory. At present there is a six
month lead time which, together
with large minimum order
quantities, make it unsuitable for
use with RISC OS 4.

Re-programmble Flash ROM:
This was the preferred choice for the
launch of RISC OS 4. Ideally it
would have been available in the

same 42-pin package as the Masked
ROMs, however despite appearing
on product sheets they have never
seen the light of day.

For the trials of RISC OS 4

surface mount Flash ROMs were

mounted onto 42-pin carrier boards,
which worked for most developers,
but unfortunately proved to be
incompatible with the wide variety
of memory used in the bigger world
which lead to odd behaviour from

many applications. The original
Flash ROMs were therefore replaced
by One Time Programmable ROMs.

These ROMs are similar to

EPROMs except that they can only
be programmed once. This is the
type that have been used for all the
RISCOS 4 upgrades but supplies
have been very limited in the last
year and RISCOS Ltd have been
warned that ongoing supplies from
the one current supplier (OKI) are
not guaranteed as most designers
prefer Flash ROM. RISCOS Ltd have
sufficient stock to last for the rest of

the year.
Gareth Simpson stated in last

month's issue that he felt that the

delivery of a complete RAM-
loadable ROM image would cause
problems however RISC OS 4 has
been totally RAM loaded with the

latest Kinetic StrongARM cards and
has not caused any problems.

Gareth also stated that he felt that

the load ROM image and reboot
sequence would be irritating. The
good news is that on an SA RiscPC
it takes about seven seconds for that

sequence.

As far as replacing key elements
such as the kernel a full replacement
ROM image is the only choice as it
avoids any doubt as to which
patches should be used with any
particular machine.

Potential problems with the
different 4.03 operating systems is
also a key reason why the softload
scheme is ideal since RISCOS Ltd

does not have to produce different
physical ROMs for different
machines, only different ROM
images. If the wrong softload is
attempted the user will not be left
with a non-functional machine.

Flowever users with machines

with re-flashable ROMs might
theoretically be able to reprogram
them with an incorrect image. In
practice the manufacturers are
unlikely to let the end users
reprogam their own ROM. It is
something that is only likely to be
allowed by a dealer. In fact it is
probably better if the Flash ROMs
are left so they are always available
as a safe fallback to the original
ROM setting if the user has
problems with the RISC OS Select
softload.

Expo-sition
On page 42 it was reported that
David Atkins explained that the
reason "why the Mico was late to
market was nothing to do with
MicroDigital as the pcb was first
shown at the Wakefield Show in

May 1999 yet the company did not
receive a RISC OS licence until

March 2000. You can draw your
own conclusion as to why there was
this delay."

The facts here are that

MicroDigital received a first draft
Heads of Agreement in July 1999.
This was finally agreed in early
November 1999. The final contract

was signed by MicroDigital in early
February 2000. But it was not until
9th March 2000 that a working Mico
was submitted for product
approval.

Apparently in my speech at the
show I stated that there was no

desktop market left and that I was
very negative and offered no
direction for desktop computers.

What I actually said was that the
desktop market is changing and
RISC OS must change as well. I
compared the reality of the volume
of sales that a company like Apple
achieves and put the RISC OS
market into perspective beside it,
showing that while there are
numerous things we would like to
do with RISC OS, they must be
restricted to those that have a

commercial reality.
The RISC OS Select Scheme is just

one change that will allow RISCOS
Ltd to continue to offer updates to
RISC OS that would otherwise

simply not be possible. There is still
a bright future for RISC OS and 1
hope to be making exciting
announcements about that future in

the forthcoming months.
Paul Middleton

RISCOS Ltd

Even more vikings
I read Graeme Shrimpton's letter in
the September issue with some
interest considering that I answered
a similar question on one of
Argonet's private groups recently.
The only fault I find with the idea of
using Javascript in this way is that
some people can't, or won't, use
Javascript.

Goodness knows that Acorn

users generally were screaming for
Javascript support not so very long
ago, and many of us would
complain bitterly to site writers
about the non-standard way in
which Javascript exists.

However, to cut a long story
short, there is a way of doing this
job in HTML without mucking
about with Javascript or anything
else.
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It is a fact that web spiders used
by spammers tend to pick on
"mail to:" tags, but are not
necessarily that good at handling
unusual setups such as character
definitions.

So if you were to declare your
entire mail address as a character
definition, you would stop a
spammer pretty much dead unless
they were really bloody-minded and
worked out the address for

themselves.

For example, a simple link such
as <AHREF="mailto:alpha@fake.com">
could be represented as shown in
the yellow panel below.

The displayed address would still
be handled by browsers to look as
though it was correct, but if you
were to look at the source, as a web
spider would, it would show up as
in this example.

I wrote a short program to do
this. Yes, I know it is very basic! But
it does the job, and you can also see
how it is done — all you are really
doing is taking the ASCII value in
decimal, changing it to a string and
adding "&#" onto the front and ";"
on the end.

The way I use it is from a task
window, so that 1 can then cut and
paste the code directly into my
pages. You can see an example of
how this works at http://crashr.et.

org.uk/contact.html
Chris Johnson aka "Chika"

Romford

Wakarimas
I am one of the Japanese who read
Acorn User. In Japan most people
believe there's two personal-
computer architecture (and
operating system), PC/AT
(Windows) or Macintosh (MacOS).
Of course there was Japanese
proprietary machines like NEC PC-
98x1 and Sharp X680x0

A few Japanese know about
Amiga, because an old TV
programme used this to create CG
animation. How about Acorn? I

have heard only two rumours:
There was a company which

would be a Acorn dealer, but they
wouldn't because Acorn stopped
manufacturing their machines. And
a NetBSD developing team in Japan
has some Acorn machines. 1 don't

know whether these rumours are

true or not. It is true that most

Japanese don't know about Acorn
and there's no information/web
page.

I have seen the price of PC/AT is
more expensive than in my country.

But many Japanese love very
high performance machine. See
www.watch.impress.co.jp/pc/docs/article/
20010622/enq17.htm if you have

<A HREF="&#109;&#97;&#105;&#108;&#116;&#111;&#58;&#97;&#108;&#112;&#104;

&#97;&#64;&#102;&#97;&#107;&#101;&#46;&#99;&#lll;&#109;">&#97;&#108;&#112i

&#104;&#97;&#64;&#102;&#97;&#107;&#101;&#46;&#99;&#111;&#109;</A>

PRINT "Enter email address to be munged " ;
INPUT ": "MUNG$

MUNGED$=""

FOR 1=1 TO LEN(MUNG$)

CHARA$=MID$(MUNG$,I,1)

NEWCHARA$="&#"+STR$(ASC(CHARA$))+";"

MUNGED$=MUNGED$+NEWCHARA$

NEXT

MAILTO$=CHR$(34)+"&#109;&#97;&#105;&#108;&#116;&#111;&#58;"

PRINT "This code can be added to your HTML (Cut text below line)"

PRINT " "

PRINT "<A HREF=";MAILTO$

PRINT MUNGED$;CHR$(34);">"

PRINT MUNGED$;"</A>"

END
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Japanese-capable browser. This page
shows the result of survey about
PC/AT specs on 12,420 people in
June.

It concludes that a Japanese
owner has two hand-assembled

desktop machines with Windows
2000, Pentium III 1GHz, 256MB
memory, 20GB HDD and 17inch
CRT, 1280x1024 pixels.

Of course not all Japanese use
this configuration PC, but it is a
evidence that they're high-spec
oriented. 1 also like machines which

have a power, but I know that is not
always the best.

In issue 236, Michael Poole
reported i-Mode cellular phone.
There's another cellular phone
system in Japan, it calls PHS
(Personal Handy-phone System). I
use PHS because it is cheaper than
i-Mode and better voice quality. But
even if i-Mode is expensive, it is
very good terminal which can send
e-mail, and surf Web pages. PHS
can do same things, but the de facto
standard is i-Mode.

Anyway, simply if you want to
check Web pages (weather, traffic
information, news and so on) and
read e-mail, you don't need to turn
on PC and wait for boot. You only
have to press some buttons in your
handy terminal.

i-Mode is not a "machine" but a

"tool", that is the reason why i-
Mode succeeded, I think. I haven't
seen/touched any RISC OS-based
machine, but I have been reading
Acorn User for a year, I feel this
machine will be a good "tool". I
want to check it is true, but it is
hard for anyone who live in Japan
to get any RISC OS machine.

Thank you for reading my poor
English.

Sasano Takayoshi
by e-mail

Contacting AU 1

lelters@acomuser.com
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The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp: £100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00

3.xx/Olymp: £20
3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk,( 1~
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork" generation onany platform. ^

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

PowerPoint export.

(upgrade from 1.xx £13) -****v
OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rlsv^ computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

MULTI CAMERA

by •>'

LINK FOR RISC OS

NEW Prices OLYMPUS Cameras All

nor* +**

'hofoLink software

Worth £69

'ie feature, takes
•rnal flash. 16MB

ctronic TTL SLR
5r external flash.

.750.00 inc.VATC2

Camera prices are
constantly changing,
please phone me for
a quote/ latest price

C860L £220
C960Z £320
C990Z £420
C2040Z £525

C3040Z £790

C2100UZ£750

-1 J

-~Vf*

C3040 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3v-
lens attachments. Manual as well as automata
memorycard and remote control standard *nflU7\D " .-a

.ras:ple^C2100 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megap
with image stabilisation M»-
16MB memory card p-
and RISCOS so'

cia'

*»

.OS.

,6«

.cature, takes lens
ior external flash. 8MB
:E525.00 inc.VAT

zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory

C2040
atta
men

TC9:
card

C96t
£320.

,jm 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card
n**

jupixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card

Canon S450

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers wilh separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199. S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

£150 All printers include PhofoReal software

Worth £69 PhotoRealPrinterDriver Software

'&&*
LOOK

...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



VICE

WWW.InternetCamerasDirect co.uk

•BRJJIF1UM Kodak MW.Iii'H SONY EPSON

SanXskrSr

Canon

OS Nikon
MNOUA

i.IGITAL CAMERA:

MAKES MODEL CAMERA +16MB CARD +32MB CARD MAKE & MODEL CAMERA +16MB CARD +32MB CARD

AGFACL18

AGFA CL34

CANON PowershotAlO

CANON Powershot G1

CANON Digital Ixus (300)

£60

£158

£278

£698

£468

CASIO QV2300 £525

CASIO QV2800 £525

CASIO QV3500

CASIO QV3 PLUS

COOL l-CAM

FUJI MX1200

FUJI Finepix 1300

£428

£598

£47

£160

£158

FUJI Finepix 1400 £228

FUJI Finepix 2300 £233
FUJI Finepix 2400 £271
FUJIFinepix 40i £398
FUJI Finepix 4700 £420

FUJI Finepix 4800 £478
FUJI Finepix 4900
FUJI Finepix6800
FUJI Finepix 6900

KODAK DC3200

KODAK DC3400

KODAK DX3500

KODAK DX3600

KODAK DC3800

KODAK DC4800 £464

£548

£544

£628

£134

£268

£248

£308

£268

N/A

£178

£298

£718

£488

£545

£545

£448

£618

N/A

£171

£169

£239

£244

£282

£409

£431

£489

£569

£555

£637

£154

FREE

£268

£328

£288

£484

N/A

£188

£308

£728

£498

£555

£555

£458

£628

N/A

£179

£177

£247

£252

£290

£417

£439

£497

£577

£563

£645

£164

£338

£278

£338

£298

£494

KODAK DC5000

MINOLTA E201

Minolta DlmSga 5
MINOLTA Dimnge 7

MINOLTA S304

NIKON Coolpix 995
NIKON Coolpix 995
OLYMPUS CI

OLYMPUS C1 Zoom

OLYMPUS C200

OLYMPUS C700

OLYMPUS 860

OLYMPUS 2040

OLYMPUS 3040

OLYMPUS 4040

PENTAX EI200

PENTAX EI2000

RICOH RDC7

RICOH RDCi500

SONY MVC FD75

SONY MVC FD87

SONY MVC FD90

SONY MVC FD92

SONY MVC FD95

SONY P1

SONY DSC-F505V

£458

£258

see website

£868

see website

£718

Premier £808

£212

£268

£308

£528

£198

£365

£678

see website

£388

£648

£448

£568

£348

£455

£638

£548

£748

£598

£738

£478

£278

see website

FREE

see website

£738

£828

FREE

FREE

FREE

N/A

FREE

FREE

N/A

N/A

£408

£668

£459

£588

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

£488

£288

see website

£898

see website

£748

£838

see website

see website

see website

FREE

see website

see website

FREE

FREE

£418

£678

£467

£598

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

see website

READERS AND ADAPTERS

LEXAR USB Smartmedia reader £28

SANDISK Compact Flash USBreader £27
SWIFT USB Compact Flash reader £36
SWIFT USB Smartmedia reader £36

••••••••••I
FUJI 8MB £12.50

FUJI 16MB £15

FUJI 32MB £24

FUJI 64MB £40

FUJI 128MB £79

SANDISK 16MB £18

SANDISK 32MB £28

SANDISK 64MB £46

SANDISK 128MB £96

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card £42

FLASH (TYPE I & II)

IBM 340MB microdrive £191

IBM IGBmicrodrive £343

SANDISK 8MB £20

SANDISK 16MB £22

SANDISK 32MB £32

SANDISK 48MB ..... £46

SANDISK 64MB £56

SANDISK 96MB £88

SANDISK 128MB £98

SANDISK 160MB £162

SANDISK 192MB £170

SANDISK 256MB £228

[y*ATTER | ES & CHARGERS

4x1200mAh £6.50

4x1800mAh £11.50

4 x UOOmAh & mains charger £16.50
4 x 1800mAh 8r mains charger £20.50

WWW.

All prices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

InternetCamerasDirect

Ef£r3>J]

.co.uk

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

•HBffiffiRHMMHMri HHHHI^HHHINHMHHHM"Secure on-line ordering at internetcamerasdirect.co.uk weuse a 128 bitmodel toencrypt your'.. _
the browser onyour PC. The details arenotdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This isthemostsecure model. W
use anencryption standard called Diffie-Hellman, which isa public key algorithm for key exchange, and iswidely used on
the internet. lntemetCamerasDirecLco.uk. 4 PeelStreet,Marsden,Hudderefield HD7 6BW

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & prim

m
Upload digital images to on-lir

m
Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREI

ll~j

torage

tratlon

J5 worth of
; with every

purchase over £500


